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ABSTRACT

Exclusion By Due Process - Martin v. Law Society of British Columbia:
A Cold War Eclipse of Civil Liberties

Jamie Disbrow
University of Ottawa, 1996

The thesis analyzes W.J. Gordon Martin’s exclusion from the practice of law by the Benchers of the Law Society of British Columbia in 1948, and the protest raised in response to this action. A conservative legal elite, closely aligned with the provincial state, rejected Martin as unfit due to his Marxian-socialist beliefs and his association with the Communist Labor-Progressive Party. Cold War fears and hostility and a larger conservative campaign against socialism and labour radicalism fuelled the Benchers’ actions. Left-wing political and labour groups, students, journalists and civil libertarians protested the Benchers’ decision, their conservative elitism, and the legislated discretionary powers which allowed a technically qualified candidate to be rejected for political/ideological reasons. This case occurred during the formative period of the Canadian civil liberties movement, and the protest reflected increased public concern for the fundamental freedoms of the individual. The protest composition, organization, focus, and ultimately its demise, demonstrated the juvenile status of the civil liberties movement. The legal establishment granted Martin "due process," his day in a court where he had no chance of a victory. Civil libertarians chose to grant the procedure and its outcome as conclusive in a period when few safeguards for freedoms existed outside of public vigilance and protest. In the Martin case, the process undermined the principles of civil liberties.
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INTRODUCTION

Upon his 1948 graduation from the new University of British Columbia law program, W.J. Gordon Martin anticipated acceptance to the Bar. The regulatory Benchers of the provincial Law Society disagreed. Charged by the Legal Professions Act to estimate each candidate's "good repute," the quasi-judicial body deemed the Marxist graduate "unfit" to practice law. Following his widely-publicized rejection, Martin unsuccessfully tried to reverse the action in the Supreme Court of British Columbia before taking his case to the highest provincial forum for justice. On 12 March 1950, five justices of the British Columbia Court of Appeal delivered their judgments on Martin v. Law Society of British Columbia. After due consideration of the arguments, depositions and evidential exhibits, the bench responded unequivocally and set a precedent reportedly unique within the Commonwealth.

The Law Society committed no legal error, found Chief Justice Sloan: "I am in agreement with the reasons of the Benchers and with their conclusion." Judge O'Halloran stressed that freedom of expression "cannot be used to destroy our free society, to destroy democracy itself." Should any lawyer belonging to the Liberal or Progressive Conservative Party "declare his belief in Marxist Communism," he contended, the Benchers "might well find it their duty (after a proper hearing, of course) to disbar
him from practice." The leadership potential of the lawyer's "high place in society" should be recognized. Giving weight to the letter of the law, Justice Smith contemplated the intent and substance of the Legal Professions Act. Of Bencher authority, he observed that "no section says that they must admit anyone. The whole is left to their discretion."

He denied the need for evidence of Martin's subversion. By joining "a body that is in effect conspiring against the government he goes beyond mere opinion; his very joining is an overt act," argued Smith. Jurist Robertson reiterated statements published by the House Un-American Activities Committee. He surmised that "neither the Government of Canada, nor that of the United States, nor that of England knowingly would employ a Communist." The final adjudicator concurred with his fellows. Justice Bird evoked the Gouzenko spy revelations and the notoriety of Klaus Fuchs and Alger Hiss in alerting Canadians to danger. "Communism and all that pertains to that philosophy I think is now recognized as having a connotation equivalent to Fifth Column."

The bench unanimously dismissed the appeal.

These selectively culled judicial comments introduce the larger themes in this study of Gordon Martin's "case." They indicate the strength of the system of autonomous
legislated power within the profession, elitism, attention to the question of fundamental civil liberties in a case of professional exclusion, and a Cold War mentality. As members of a legal fraternity with a great stake in the existing order, the justices upheld the idea of law as a special occupation worthy of the administrative privileges accorded it by the provincial state. Although legally eligible for election to Parliament, Martin's right to practice law depended on the Benchers' discretion. Normally the call to the Bar constituted a formality, a final rite of passage into the profession once an aspirant met the technical requirements. In 1948, rites and rights of professional membership took on new connotations.

The Benchers' powers resided in state support and the internal structure of the Law Society of British Columbia (LSBC). The legal establishment in place at the time of the Martin case consisted of an elitist, conservative group of men. BC's historically polarized society and the challenges of postwar upheaval gave this elite's conservatism an extra potency. Martin's left-wing labour roots, ideology and politics clashed with the status quo, and Cold War tensions raised the potential for conflict. A seasoned activist, Martin's actions on the UBC campus came to the attention of the Benchers who deemed the candidate, after meetings and hearings, unfit to join their fraternity.

Martin experienced state-sanctioned political
repression in a Cold War environment. Members of the legal
elite exhibited fear of external and domestic Communist
aggression, and they endorsed American anti-"red" rhetoric.
Benchers and justices put aside Martin’s character as an
individual in favour of testing legal jurisdictions and
judging communism. In the larger context, the case allowed
the LSBC chiefs, representing the political, economic and
social establishment, to send a message of power and
control to socialists, organized labour, and their own
order. The Cold War ideology advanced a conservative
postwar agenda, and Martin’s rejection complemented and
illustrated that strategy.

The Martin affair occurred at a time of increased
public questioning of elitist attitudes and procedures, the
formative period of the Canadian civil liberties movement.
Despite the overwhelming unpopularity of communism, some
observers and interest groups opposed the LSBC tribunal’s
decision. They believed it to be a blatant violation of
Martin’s fundamental freedoms and an arbitrary flexing of
private powers. The resulting protest represented a
challenge to the autonomy of the Benchers and government
inertia in defending civil liberties. Ideological schisms,
fears of career consequences and the Cold War mood weakened
the protest and due process delivered a resounding blow.
Legal decision-makers devised a strategy to allow Martin
his day in court, a venue where he had no chance of
victory. Observers granted "due process" full authority, thereby shifting their attention away from the substance of the appeal and the outcome. The legal establishment thus sustained the status quo and reaffirmed the sanctity of its autonomous internal power structure.

Martin's conclusive loss reflected the immaturity of civil liberties safeguards in this pre-federal Bill of Rights, pre-Charter era. In lieu of guarantees enshrined in law, the protection of fundamental freedoms relied on such supports as public vigilance and tenacious coordinated protest, ideological tolerance, influential liberal politicians and liberal justices in the courts. A deficiency of these elements in the Martin case caused the foundations of liberty to collapse. Civil libertarians lacked the strength, skill and will to effectively coordinate a sustained campaign against the "untouchable" legal establishment. Furthermore, the court route appealed to most observers. They understood the procedure and in this era, Canadians granted judicial rulings authority under most circumstances. Judicial "due process" provided a comforting "democratic" resolution to a complex conflict. Indeed, the liberal cry for vigilance and resolve on questions of freedom proved too-easily quieted by a legal process paraded by the state and its legal attendants as justice served.

**

The definition of what constitutes a fundamental civil
liberty is in eternal flux, driven by constitutional changes and creative court interpretations, the perceived needs of new collectivities and shifting degrees of state and social tolerance for dissent. The changing relationship between the citizen and the state was a constant theme in the era of the Martin case, thus all Canadians participated in the evolutionary process. As a concept, "civil liberty" held varied meanings for people, depending on their life experience and the planes of analysis they operated on. The reactions to the 1960 proclamation of the Canadian Bill of Rights illustrated the distance between these planes. While the general public celebrated the nation's statement of liberalism, many jurists and minority groups correctly dismissed the statute as hollow rhetoric, an inadequate response to their calls for effective safeguards. These demands developed in response to cases of abuse such as Martin's; repression was the genesis of activism. In its attention to the negation of Gordon Martin's basic political liberties and civil libertarians' fight on his behalf, this study provides new insight into the postwar status of individual freedoms and the early civil liberties movement.\textsuperscript{13}

To argue for the import of this case and to place it in an historiographical context, a survey of some of the existing works which contribute to an understanding of the early civil liberties movement is required. No single study
comprehensively explores the developments from 1930-60, the period most relevant to Martin's experience. Four distinct but complementary historiographical schools of thought exist, comprised respectively of jurists, political writers, intellectual scholars, and social historians. True to the imperfect nature of categories, there are crossovers and sub-groupings. The existence of four schools attests to the premise that the successful protection of civil liberties relies on a combination of elements; in isolation, none is adequate. Each group of scholars approaches the subject with different priorities and criteria to explain the impetus behind the movement, define its meaning, and to gauge its success.

Constitutional law theorists form the jurists' school. Naturally, they place their legal community at the fore of the early drive for freedom guarantees. Jurists view civil liberties in the context of the citizen-state relationship framed by law. They focus on the checks and balances to powers affecting individual and collective freedoms: the symmetry between Parliament, provinces and courts; judicial interpretations, legislation and international law. These writers are centralist. They blame most abuses of freedoms on provincial legislatures, and further to that, on the British North America Act's failure to recognize civil liberties or clarify jurisdiction over them. Most members of this school advocate a social charter enshrined in a
sovereign constitution, in conjunction with an astute, creative judiciary in the Supreme Court.

School founder, Frank R. Scott, framed this position from the 1930s forward in heated treatises designed to end the legal and larger community's complacency on liberties issues. He approached civil liberties as "part of a never ceasing constitutional evolution." Taking aim at provincial powers and British jurists, he campaigned for a sovereign Supreme Court (achieved in 1949) and a sovereign constitution with an enshrined bill of rights. As a Christian socialist, Scott sought guarantees extending beyond traditional freedoms to personal welfare - a "liberty through government" in economic and cultural terms. His arguments before the Supreme Court in the 1950s re: Switzman v. Elbling and Roncarelli v. Duplessis helped to move the balance of powers over civil liberties away from the provinces. Influential theorist Bora Laskin advanced this shift as an early advocate for a new legal understanding of the BNA Act's Section 92.

Writing for journals in the 1950s, Laskin argued that provincial jurisdiction over "property and civil rights" did not mean control over civil liberties, especially in light of the Saumur decision. He promoted civil liberties as the independent "values of a free society" that transcended provincial boundaries and merited a distinct constitutional category. In anticipation,
Laskin outlined practical groupings of freedoms in his landmark work, *Canadian Constitutional Law* (1960).20 Scott and Laskin saw positive developments as dependent on an activist liberal judiciary in the Supreme Court, one willing to break from the confines of narrow legal interpretation. Thus, they acclaimed the rulings against the Quebec government through the 1950s.

In his early writings, one of Scott’s protégés, Pierre E. Trudeau, also lauded this check to the powers of the Quebec state, however, he departed from the Anglophone libertarians in his love of the "French fact" and Catholicism. Trudeau was bitter that "freedom" resulted from the overruling of Quebec courts and legislators by non-Francophones rather than a concerted movement from within.21 Through to the mid-1960s, he used *Cité libre* to attack what he saw as the collective forces repressing Quebec liberals and thus civil liberty: political corruption under the Union Nationale, Quebec clericalism, and the collectivist thrust of ethnic nationalism.22 Trudeau envisioned a shift towards freedom through Quebeckers’ participation in a renewed federalism and the constitutional entrenchment of the principles of liberal individualism as a check to the powers of the state.23 He clarified the latter part of this agenda in his draft *Canadian Charter of Human Rights* (1968), a goal achieved in the 1982 *Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms*.24
Donald A. Schmeiser judged freedoms related to religion, education, communication and racial non-discrimination as most critical, and he examined their status in the context of the jurisdictional debates. Schmeiser's *Civil Liberties in Canada* (1964) was notable as a first legal-historical monograph, despite his digression into Whiggish euphoria over Canadians' historic love of freedom and the potential of the Bill of Rights. Walter S. Tarnopolsky's 1966 *Canadian Bill of Rights* is a seminal study of the historic legal and constitutional developments leading up to the Bill, including the disputes over jurisdiction and methods of protection. He marked the 1940s as the apogee of provincial powers and credited Scott and Laskin with engineering the shift to the centre. The bill of rights debates illuminated the further theoretical growing pains of the civil liberties movement. One camp sought a bill recognizing "universal and immutable" rights and freedoms, though not all of its members wanted such rights in the constitution. A second camp defended a sovereign Parliament and the powers of disallowance as a more flexible process.

Tarnopolsky noted the importance of administrative and legislative "despotism" during the "total war effort" to raising Canadians' overall awareness of freedom issues. He identified the legal liberties violations in the Gouzenko trials and the Japanese-Canadian ordeals as the
fuel for the legal community’s postwar attention to civil liberties, along with the 1941 United Nations Charter and 1948 UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights. He built on this theme in a later study of the interrelation between domestic and international moral concerns and commitments, arguing that the counter-reaction to domestic repression brought support for the UN Treaties. In return, the UN played a role in making Canadians receptive to a bill of rights. Assessing Canada’s obligation to international treaties and covenants, Human Rights, Federalism and Minorities (1970) editor Allan Gotlieb demonstrated that flexible federalism was prerequisite to full participation. In the postwar era, the UN pushed the nation states while Ottawa pressured and coaxed the provinces towards cooperation in meeting UN standards. Gotlieb proposed three participatory stages: groping/ experimentation, 1919-37; hesitancy/retrenchment, 1937-1950s; empiricism/increasing involvement, late 1950s-1970.

R.St.J. Macdonald and John P. Humphrey, jurists noted for their roles in the UN, gave much of the credit for Canadians’ accelerated interest in liberties to the "revolution" in international law. In their capacity as the editors of The Practice of Freedom (1979), they advocated an entrenched social charter by protesting the growth of state power and collective activism as a threat to individual freedoms. This collection reflected the
explosion of new issues in the 1970s, and reconsiderations of the past. Reacting to Quebec's language laws, Ronald Cheffins and Ronald Tucker bucked centralism, stressing the importance of provincial constitutions and bills of rights. They attested to the substance and enforceability of Saskatchewan's Bill of Rights, the only legislation of its kind in the early postwar era. The Bill upheld the "right to membership in professional associations." In his critique of the use of the War Measures Act in the October Crisis, Montreal scholar Herbert Marx drew on the Japanese-Canadian experience to convey that "the underlying rationale of an emergency situation is not necessarily discernible on its face." Donald Smiley looked at the effect of conservatism, elitism, corporatism and interest-group liberalism on Canadians' rights, powers and values. He exposed social upheaval and elite pluralism as factors which both promoted and jeopardized civil liberties.

The constitutional entrenchment of The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms prompted a jurists' Commentary (1982), which included Irwin Cotler's analysis of changes to the status of basic liberties. He made the important argument that the historic preoccupation with the division of powers deflected concern for "limitations on the exercise of power regardless of government" at the cost of peoples' rights. Cotler contended that this resulted
in the relegation of civil liberties to the status of "afterthought" in constitutional law. Ironically, the "playing-off" of jurisdictions allowed pre-Charter courts to use legal federalism to invalidate illiberal legislation."

Randall Balcome, Edward McBride and Dawn Russell took a methodological step forward in their look at Supreme Court of Canada Decision-Making (1990). They considered three justices and their decisions, but not to craft a "great judge" history. The work offered a Quentin Skinner-styled contextual analysis of judicial personalities, ideologies and interpretations. In the segment on Ivan Rand, who is most relevant to the early civil liberties movement, the authors acknowledged his background but gave priority to analyzing his judicial approach relative to "the nature of Canadian federalism; fundamental freedoms; labour law and common law adjudication." This resulted in a profound study of the forces directing Rand's landmark civil liberties decisions of the 1950s, and the scrutiny of justices in different eras marked the evolving nature and role of the Supreme Court.

Reflecting their primary interest in political careers and party fortunes, political historians incorporate civil liberties discussions into their examinations of leading politicians and political relationships, policy, platforms and public opinion. Comprised of scholars and politicians,
this second school of thought contends that both the negation and advancement of safeguards for basic freedoms in the early period hinged on political factors. These ranged from the projection of liberalism as a means to a political end, to the vision of individuals and party idealism. Some works, such as those on the Communist Party of Canada (CPC) are more useful in their underscoring of the historic fragility of the freedoms of fringe political groups.

Organized labour groups’ tolerance for Communists depended on their strength in the unions. According to Gad Horowitz, in Canadian Labour in Politics (1968), anti-CPC factions in all political parties backed the postwar union purges, a mockery of the political freedoms.42 In his study of labour politics, Irving Abella detailed episodes of extensive police brutality towards CPC-affiliated unionists, and the public’s condemnation of the violence.43 Marxist Ivan Avakumovic suggested that this public anger at anti-Communist actions augmented the party’s support base.44 Under former Methodist A.E. Smith’s direction, the CPC’s activism for freedom guarantees also increased in response to wartime repression.45 Liberty and peace causes gave the CPC rare ground to find accord with otherwise hostile elements.46

In his Marxist analysis of The Canadian Left (1977), Norman Penner credited the political campaigns of the Co-
operative Commonwealth Federation’s (CCF) J.S. Woodsworth and CPC leader Tim Buck with sowing an expanded concept of rights and freedoms in Canadian minds." Penner described a contest in which the left battled reactionary Conservatives, with King vacillating in the centre under pressure from liberal Liberals. He noted the contradiction between the CPC’s political need to espouse freedom in the Stalin years and beyond, and the party’s loyalty to Moscow." Joan Sangster sidestepped these issues in her history of women in the political left. Their freedom hinged on the progress of the "woman question" within CCF and CPC circles, a path to liberation from gender oppression.

CCF histories exalt in the party’s efforts to instill a strong civil libertarian ethic into the Canadian polity. Grace MacInnis canonized her father, J.S. Woodsworth, as Parliament’s Christian socialist "conscience," a radical shaped by Social Gospel thinking and clashes with authority. Kenneth McNaught analyzed the complex union of Christianity and socialism in the political "prophet’s" world-view. He deemed Woodworth’s "battle against the demands of institutional conformity" as the basis for his defence of individuals against collectivities. McNaught depicted the MP as a tenacious vigilant who "flooded the pages of Hansard" with case studies of repression and demands for the disallowance of offensive
Christian socialism, humanism and the desire to shape a sovereign constitution united Woodsworth with F.R. Scott and Frank Underhill, founders of the League For Social Reconstruction. Michiel Horn studied the LSR membership's influence in the CCF, evident in the drafting of the manifesto and Scott's later role as the party's national chairman. By its very existence, the politico-intellectual LSR-CCF connection injected dynamism into the civil liberties movement. New Democrat Walter D. Young contended that "no party had a more enviable record in the defence of civil liberties," but he took the political view that the CCF needed causes to champion to maintain its strength as a movement and a party. He argued that the postwar decline of overt domestic repression served to dilute the CCF's role as the political champion of Canadian freedoms. The 1956 CCF Manifesto reflected the search for new priorities.

Liberal political writers are loathe to study the illiberal King-St. Laurent era in the civil liberties context, and their comments on the Canadian Bill of Rights are curt and dismissive. They prefer to redeem the party's reputation by celebrating the liberalism of Trudeau. The term "Conservative civil libertarian" is also historically an oxymoron, thus Canadian Bill of Rights architect John Diefenbaker was exceptional. In his 1963
study of the Renegade, Peter C. Newman noted that the "Chief's" liberalism cost him the support of old guard Toronto Tories.\(^5\) Newman stressed the propaganda value, or "political saleability" of the Bill, but argued that like Diefenbaker, the well-intentioned statute was so oversold that even its "limited influence" dissipated.\(^6\)

Diefenbaker claimed more credit and glory in his two volumes of memoirs.\(^6\) A self-styled champion of individuals against "powerful establishments," he attributed his humanitarian beliefs to his exposure to rampant discrimination against prairie immigrants and decades of defending social underdogs as a criminal lawyer.\(^6\) Diefenbaker viewed the Bill as a personal project born of his principles, crafted in his mind, fought for in Parliament, and passed as Prime Minister. He insisted that his 1957 "clarion call" for freedom safeguards was new to many people and, ignoring Saskatchewan's 1947 Bill of Rights, claimed that his work set a standard for the provinces.\(^6\) As a monarchist, he revelled in his maintenance of Parliamentary sovereignty, a sore point for proponents of a entrenched charter. His departure from the British-Canadian Conservative tradition, in introducing a statutory bill of rights, confirmed the ascendancy of liberalism in the Canadian polity - a change to the status quo loathed by right-wing Tories. As a politician, Diefenbaker tied the advance of the civil
liberties movement, capped by his Bill, to the overthrow of the Liberals. 63

**

Intellectual historians and political philosophers address the shifting trends in Canadian thought which drive the constitutional debates, judicial interpretations and political contests considered by the first schools. These writers are gripped by the concept of liberalism or liberal individualism, and they regard the early civil liberties movement as both a product of the postwar elevation of this ideology, and a reason for its dominance. Reconsidered as an early intellectual, Trudeau focused on the failure of liberalism to take hold in postwar Quebec. In philosophical sermons first printed in Vrai (1958), he censured the willing "slaves" to the Duplessis regime, and viewed this as a problem of culture, clericalism and nationalism which could not be remedied by a bill of rights or Supreme Court decisions.64 A supporter of the democratic agenda of the Rassemblement and Union des forces democratiques, Trudeau advised readers of their right to obey an authority, but condemned conformity through a duty to "God, Providence, or Nature."65 His just state was a "servant" helping individuals to fulfil their potential.66

Taking a position antithetical to Trudeau's, George Grant raised an isolated conservative voice within this school. His 1965 Lament For a Nation included a condemnation of Diefenbaker's elevation of the primacy of
individual rights over French-Canadians' collective right of nation. This conformed, in his view, to a modern trend to universalism and enlightened humanism, whereas Canadian federalism hinged on a racial "particularism" alien to the Bill of Rights. 67 Associating the Bill with the American quest for social homogeneity, Grant decried it as further evidence of Canada's decline as a sovereign state. He articulated the conservatives' problem: opponents denounced their arguments as attacks on the goal of individual human excellence.

Anglophilic Methodist, Arthur R.M. Lower, aimed to reinforce the values underlying his concept of democratic liberalism in This Most Famous Stream (1954). He extolled a Canadian spirit of liberty stemming from Christian values, British traditions and the "genius" of flexible federalism. 68 Lower bound the civil liberties movement to the advance of Western liberal thought and promoted "old-fashioned" political liberties as the basic freedoms which put all others within reach. 69 W.L. Morton returned to the famous stream in the 1974 Lower collection, to find it polluted. 70 He traced the mounting authoritarian strain in the liberal tradition, apparent in the government's forsaking of the rule of law and dictates of conscious during, and after the war. 71 Morton believed Canadians a dispirited people in their acceptance of the state's use of extraordinary powers, but lauded Scott and
the "most hopeful development" of judicial review." He approved of Canadians' choice of a bill of rights over past safeguards - only in memory was Parliament representative and rights-conscious."

Lower protégé, Ramsay Cook, concurred with this. From his examination of the strength of World War II liberalism in the shadow of the War Measures Act, he drew the caution: beware majority opinion, public hysteria, and the "democratic faith of political leaders." Cook's colleague, Michiel Horn, reached further back to a 1931 "free speech" letter to frame the early intellectual support for liberties raised in reaction to repression. Sweeping police actions made "radicals" out of sixty-eight University of Toronto academics, including Frank Underhill. Their protests sparked public discussion of freedom of speech, and, due to an angry university board, questions of academic freedom. Horn believed this struggle to be the catalyst for the emancipation of the concept of academic freedom from its cloistered institutional confines, and for increased academic involvement in politics and public debate.

**

The first schools take the skeleton of the early civil liberties movement and clothe it. The fleshy human struggle at the base of social change is the meat of historians who are interested in, or identify with this period's unpopular, repressed minorities. Social historians survey
street fights, protest meetings, internment camps and court views from the docket, acknowledging fear, anger, racism and the illusory nature of majority tolerance. They elevate the role of Canada’s persecuted peoples in driving the movement forward – their troubles and efforts made jurists, politicians, courts and society see the need for new, substantial safeguards. A sub-group of students of the state’s treatment of dissent call attention to illiberal, unaccountable state mechanisms operating beyond the constitutional pale, a line of questioning which curves into the jurists’ proximity. These analysts advocate greater vigilance against covert methods of repression.

Shifts in the minority group-state relations which frame civil liberties issues are highlighted in works on pacifist or controversial religious sects. Quaker Arthur Dorland attested to the increased politicization of his group in its assumed role in securing wartime safeguards for freedom of conscience. Through their organization of a World War II alternative service program, the Quakers gained qualified state and social acceptance, whereas some sects considered the scheme a new form of repression.77 George Woodcock and Ivan Avakumovic studied the Doukhobors, who gained their basic freedoms only after conforming to state norms in education, marriage and other practices. The violent protests of the anti-state, anti-material "Sons of Freedom" faction tested the definition of acceptable
dissent, and splintered the Doukhobor community.\textsuperscript{75}

Studies of the Jehovah's Witnesses reveal the prominent role of religious "rebels" in the early movement. Riled at Schmeiser's view of Canada as an historically freedom-loving nation, Witness scholar James Penton argued that his community forced changes to the status of liberties, and he recounted a history of cracked heads, jail terms and legal warfare as evidence.\textsuperscript{76} To forward Jehovah's law, the Witnesses worked the courts to end their repression under Duplessis, the Catholic hierarchy and wartime alternative service; the blood transfusion fight continues. It is ironic that so anti-institutional a sect emerged a strong crafter of constitutional guarantees for freedom of worship and speech. While not disputing the worth of these freedoms, Québécois historian Michel Sarra-Bournet contended that Quebec's homogeneous society feared the proselytizing strangers in its midst. The Church reacted, the public backed the Church and Duplessis took the shrewd politician's course.\textsuperscript{80} Sarra-Bournet detailed the camps which formed around \textit{L'Affaire Roncarelli} (1986) to make it a contest between Catholics and Protestants, Francophones and Anglophones, Quebec nationalists and federalists.\textsuperscript{81}

Legal scholar and historian William Kaplan reinforced Penton's contention that there was "absolutely no question" that the Witnesses' faith and life work would continue
despite Quebec's hostility; repression acted as a yeast to their activities. The state ultimately lost the contest and with it, a larger jurisdictional power struggle. In State and Salvation (1989), Kaplan dissected the interlocked forces of hysteria, intolerance, personality, "practical" federal politics, and "political cowardice" directing the Witness experience. He placed their struggle within the greater framework of legal, constitutional, and social developments. Kaplan raised the vital point that causes do not change, only perceptions of rights and right causes as a condition of social cost, or the "degree of freedom society felt it could afford." He warned against trusting in limited statutes and public tolerance to safeguard freedoms - a caveat germane to the Japanese-Canadian and Communist experiences. The upholding of civil liberties depended on constitutional law and the continued activism of people.

Canadians now condemn the wartime evacuation, internment and subsequent deportation of west coast-concentrated Japanese Canadians as a repellent mistake. Patricia E. Roy, Ann Sunahara, Ken Adachi and Peter Ward established that these measures derived largely from white British Columbians' nativist racism, the complex psychological and socioeconomic fears of Asians as competitors and an alien "other" within the community. Local politics, propaganda, and the workings of federal-
provincial relations translated intolerance into legal repression. The severity of this repression, Adachi argued, inspired the postwar public to question the use of "naked executive powers." Once aware of Hitler's "final solution," the holocaust, Canadians felt shame at their treatment of a community guilty only by race.

In *The Enemy That Never Was* (1976), Adachi conveyed the vital strength of the ethnic community's internal organizations which, with the steadfast support of mainstream liberals, made a success of the campaigns to halt the deportation scheme and win some compensation. These same voices called for a bill of rights. According to Ward, idealism and "liberal internationalist rhetoric" silenced the nativist cry, *White Canada Forever* (1978). He gave most of the credit for the postwar easing of tensions to the efforts of white civil liberties organizations aligned with protestant churches and a vote-hungry CCF. In terms of social costs, white union and business leaders could afford a more liberal outlook as the threat of competition receded.

Analyses of the experiences of rank-and-file Canadian Communists belong to a nascent historical genre propelled, for the most part, by an intellectual backlash at closed processes perceived as repressive, or potentially abusive. These writers scrutinize the broad implications of ideology-based legislation and police action, state
surveillance, and covert tactics of intimidation. Lita-Rose Betcherman is one such scholar and she gave a scathing critique of the politico-legal elite’s interwar treatment of "Reds" in *The Little Band* (1982). She argued that the CPC shook the establishment, and "the lion responded with a roar" of conservative hostility manifested in the Criminal Code’s Section 98. Greg Kealey’s work on the RCMP Special Branch revealed that body’s early obsession with communism. Moreover, his documentary evidence outlined the role of inside agents and the British-Canadian intelligence system in frustrating dissent, and with it, political freedom.

According to Larry Hannant, an anti-Communist mindset in several state quarters hastened the construction of an "infernal" security screening machine. By 1945 the operators of this system had the methodology, technology and power to regulate the actions (and politics) of countless Canadians, a process defended as necessary to determining loyalty. Reg Whitaker was critical of the King administration’s designation of Canadian Communists as disloyal following Stalin’s pact with Hitler. This resulted in a CPC ban and internments carried out under the Defence of Canada Regulations. Collectively, these works establish the base of anti-"red" hostility and persecution which influenced the complex postwar curtailment of their political and career freedoms.
With the Cold War's apparent abatement, new researchers, many working in the media, entered formerly taboo areas. Merrily Weisbord and CBC radio producer Len Scher used oral interviews to give a voice to left-wing Canadians acquainted with Cold War intimidation and the loss of liberties, often by secretive means. In *The Strangest Dream* (1983), Weisbord paid close attention to the Gouzenko episode, or series of incidents which gave the state an excuse to expand its screening services and, Hannant suggested, forced a first official acknowledgement of the system in place. The conduct of the spy trials, in which *habeas corpus* and other legal guarantees were denied, provoked the legal community to take a hard look at civil liberties issues. Scher's *Un-Canadians* (1992) provided a medium for the anger of people whose Cold War memories include blacklisting, loyalty checks and "unofficial" RCMP visits.

Reporter John Sawatsky exposed the extent and nature of the RCMP's regulation of society in the *Men in the Shadows* (1980). He demonstrated that Cold War surveillance and screening processes affected more than the freedoms of civil servants and government applicants. Suspected Communists, homosexuals, alcoholics and others not conforming to the state ideal risked arbitrary job dismissals without recourse. Reacting to the 1984 *Canadian Security Intelligence Act*, Michael Mandel
confirmed the RCMP security force as reactionary to any left-wing protest or dissent, and suggested that in no period of social upheaval does the law offer protection for freedom of expression.\textsuperscript{101} Scher's colleague, James Littleton, linked the RCMP surveillance mentality to the stance and actions of U.S. institutions. In \textit{Target Nation} (1986) he detailed this association and its implications for the sovereignty and freedom of Canadians living under a U.S.-dominated security network.\textsuperscript{102}

Contributors to \textit{Dissent and the State} (1989) reworked some of these themes. Examining the interplay between dissent and national security, legal scholars John Whyte and Allan Macdonald argued that dissent is fundamental to a democracy, and designated the categorizing of protest as automatic "subversion" the real menace.\textsuperscript{103} They concluded that in the interests of Cold War national security, state institutions became "inaccessible structures" divorced from the legal fold of constitutional law, and questioned whether there is a remedy.\textsuperscript{104} Elizabeth Grace and Colin Leys explored "subversion," and found it a concept and term valuable to any state wishing to render the ideas and actions of dissenters illegitimate.\textsuperscript{105} Reg Whitaker looked at the consequences of Cold War surveillance to the political and social left. He condemned the CCF/NDP for damaging the left's potential by cooperating with the state in defining acceptable limits to dissent.\textsuperscript{106}
Michiel Horn's 1989 study of "Academic Freedom and the Dismissal of George Hunter" was important in its attention to the negation of civil liberties in the private sphere. Personal and Cold War animosity prompted a university board, armed with legislated discretionary powers, to fire the Communist-associated Hunter with little debate and no right of appeal. Pulled from "near-total obscurity," this episode opens up discussion on the curtailment of individual freedoms by virtually autonomous self-governing bodies whose legislated powers place them beyond public accountability. Horn used the firing, and the inability of Hunter's supporters to halt it, to stress the precarious position of individuals lacking support from a competent, empowered watchdog organization. Academic freedom did not benefit from the minimal civil liberties organizations in 1948. Experiences such as Hunter's beg further research, and analyses of the safety of individual freedoms within the realm of private powers must be established as vital field within the historiography.

That challenge is taken up in this case study of the LSBC's exclusion of Gordon Martin from the profession of law, a clear negation of his civil liberties by a private body autonomously exercising legal discretionary powers. Jurist Thomas Berger touted it as "perhaps the best known"
example of a Communist Canadian being denied access to a profession. Until now, however, scholars chose either to ignore, or give only minor consideration to the case and its implications. For example, F.R. Scott and Donald Schmeiser made brief references to the BC Court of Appeal’s decision on Martin, but their interest resided elsewhere. The jurists wanted to celebrate the comparative fairness in the judicial attitude and approach of the Supreme Court in *Smith & Rhuland Limited v.R.* (1953). In that case a majority (including Rand) ruled that the Labour Relations Board of Nova Scotia exceeded the limits of its discretion in refusing to certify a union with a Communist secretary-treasurer.

Jurist Irwin Cotler examined Martin’s LSBC exclusion, but only as an example of the state’s interference with associational freedoms, his main concern. Gordon Martin received personal attention in the memoirs of his contemporary, Harry Rankin. Despite the value of the insider memories and opinions, however, Rankin offered more judgment than critical review, and his priority was to tell his own story. Reg Whitaker and Gary Marcuse dedicated roughly two pages of their 1994 overview of *Cold War Canada* to Martin’s ordeal, approaching it as a prime example of victimization—a man lost his fundamental rights because of his politics. These reflections on Gordon Martin and his case are noteworthy, but they are not enough.
There is much more to the history, and it is too important to write off in a few paragraphs or pages.

This work is a legal history in its attention to the internal structure of the profession and its relations with the state which sanctions its self-government. The case raises questions about jurisdiction over civil liberties, not in federal-provincial terms, but in relation to the authority of a professional government forming a state within a state, one which precedent placed beyond review by the courts or the public. The twist to the Martin affair is that it concerned the professional community committed to justice, accenting the double-edged nature of law: it is fundamental to the security of basic freedoms, but evolves from, and protects, established interests.

As an intellectual history, Martin's case demonstrates the interplay between three competing ideologies. This study's close look at the protest on behalf of civil liberties reveals some interesting components to Canadians' postwar liberalism, and allows a practical assessment of the strength of this ideology when put to a Cold War test. The Marxian-socialism of Martin and his peers is juxtaposed with the liberalism of civil libertarians and the conservatism and elitism of the legal establishment. The dialogue between these groups emphasizes the difference in their social ideals and contemporary perceptions of the meaning of civil liberty and democracy.
Martin's exclusion stemmed from a clash of both ideologies and politics in that he was damned as much by his LPP membership as his Marxist beliefs. Therefore, this examination retains some qualities of a political history by outlining the provincial politics of the era, exploring the party affiliation of the legal elite, and assessing the use of professional powers in political warfare. The LSBC governors' condemnation of the legal LPP as illegitimate, and the reaction of political elements to that pronouncement, conveys the practical status of the LPP. Martin's ordeal is also contemplated as an act of political repression against a member of a unpopular minority. The intent in incorporating a social historical approach is to open up new avenues for discussion on the treatment of internal dissent and external challengers by a private body allied with the state.

Thus, in recognition of the complexity underlying this case, the search for understanding takes priority over placing the study in one historical category or making it conform to a single method of inquiry. This work draws on the approaches to the early civil liberties movement advanced by each of the four historiographical schools. If this is an innovative approach, it is a necessary innovation as evidenced by the limitations of the existing, albeit cursory, analyses of the meaning of the Martin case and its implications. Furthermore, the creative, multi-
faceted nature of this study allows it to be of use to a wide range of scholars; it is liberated from the constraints of narrow historical interpretation.

What follows, therefore, is more than an account of Gordon Martin's experience, although his story is significant. In Chapter Two, the channels of authority within the Law Society of British Columbia and the legislative foundations of its powers of self-government are established. A profile of the key decision-makers in the case puts this power structure into perspective. Chapter Three charts Martin's path towards a legal career and the ideological and political circumstances which caught the Benchers' attention. To set a foundation for analysis, Chapter Four is a narrative overview of the 1948-50 developments. The fifth chapter focuses on the case as an act of political repression, and tracks down the impetus for this action in Cold War-specific influences and the larger volatility of BC's polarized society. Chapter Six is a micro-historical dissection of the protest raised on behalf of Martin's civil liberties, with close attention paid to the factors behind its disintegration. The history closes with an epilogue tracing precedents, professional powers, and people.
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CHAPTER TWO - ESTABLISHING THE LEGAL ORDER

An appreciation of the significance of the Martin case depends on an understanding of the foundations of the Law Society of British Columbia (LSBC). What power structure supported the legal establishment, and who formed it?¹ This study responds to legal historian David Flaherty's call for a pursuit of "both the broad and narrow dimensions" of research topics to "illuminate the interaction between law and society."² Historical detail is incorporated into a framework of practical and conceptual relationships. The LSBC's achievement of a self-governing corporate structure is considered in terms of the evolving relations between individual law students/practitioners, the legal elite and the state. Flesh is added to the corporate silhouette by profiling the Benchers, the Attorney General (AG) and pertinent justices in place from 1948 to 1950. This profile outlines the source and strength of the fraternal professional ethos and conservative ideology met by ideological outsider Gordon Martin and his supporters. The chapter closes on legal education and the realization of a UBC law program.

Legal history is a neglected branch of Canadian social history, according to Greg Marquis. Historians fear to trespass without legal training and "purists" applaud their hesitation.³ Economist David Stager notes a similar
avoidance by social scientists with the observance that existing works are overwhelmingly 'by lawyers, about lawyers, for lawyers.' The historiography pertaining to both the federal and provincial legal realms supports this comment. Academics are starting to re-evaluate legal history in a broader social context, but few look at the 1930 to 1960 period. Joan Brockman outlines the historic struggle of women and visible minorities to enter the provincial field of law, and Wesley Pue follows the course of legal education in the province. However Alfred Watts, Q.C., M.C. remains the principal chronicler of the evolution of the profession in BC. His approach is largely commemorative. By assessing the nature and role of the provincial legal order, therefore, this study stakes a small claim in the legal history frontier.

In 1950, Dean MacDonald of Dalhousie University's Faculty of Law promoted the exceptionality of the vocation:

Law is a profession in the sense of being a body with a special status before the law, an exclusive function in the administration of justice, and a corporate responsibility to see that the conduct of its members is consistent with the monopoly of work and autonomy of action given it by law.

The precision of this statement as applied to the contemporary BC profession reflected the culmination of close to a century of political and social manoeuvring by members of the legal order.
Sociologists have long tied occupational groups' campaigns for professional status to aims of social elevation, the word "profession" symbolizing to many people "high ranking among occupations." Legal "professionalism" took hold in the emerging Canadian nation throughout the nineteenth century. Success varied according to provincial government responses to barristers organized to secure increased, exclusive status and the right of self-governance. The legal order of the western colony formalized ambitions to collective mobility by launching the LSBC in 1869. These jurists, or those with a recorded voice, willingly exchanged personal liberty for anticipated benefits under elite direction. In effect, the small group of founding members comprised this elite - an order united by internally-recognized training, citizenship, conduct and connections. Proposed by "Members," new Society candidates faced a vote; two "black balls" meant rejection.

The LSBC sought a mandate to regulate the "call to the Bar" and admission of "persons desirous of practising in the Supreme Courts of the Colony." Historians of professions submit that unique training confers a degree of occupational autonomy to such practitioners as lawyers and doctors. Dr. C. David Naylor stresses, however, that state regulation or "legalization" is central to a "monopoly of expertise." The elite barristers realized the potential
rewards in cultivating state approval of their ambitions. Pressure exerted on governments through the LSBC wrought the statutory developments to support a later observer's allusion to the Society as the legislature's "creature." Elected LSBC "Councillors" became "Benchers," an English Inns of Court term and concept translating into governors. The LSBC forged Society-state links by designating the provincial AG and his federal counterpart ex-officio Benchers.

In 1874, the Legal Professions Act (LPA) recognized the "incorporated" Law Society as a legal entity. An 1884 revision decreed the Benchers "a body politic and corporate." The Act proclaimed the Treasurer as the chief Bencher and head of the LSBC, a position deferring only to the AG representing the state. The LSBC membership reportedly viewed the Benchers as stewards who would adhere to the majority will on policy, barring exceptional circumstances. These stewards gained effective control of such core processes as education, the call and admittance of applicants, and internal discipline. The 1895 LPA cemented this control, deeming anyone "called, admitted, and in good standing" with the Bar an automatic, versus voluntary, Society member. The Benchers struck a Credentials Committee to direct the admission and enrolment of students. A law career subsequently depended on their approval of the individual
as fit to practice under the LSBC standard *Lex Liberorum Rex*: "Law is the king of free men."  

Mutual service and interests defined the LSBC-state relationship. The state endorsed the power structure of this corporate body and expected it to respect and strengthen status quo values and principles. The LSBC worked to ensure that the profession met public expectations of performance standards in return for a monopoly, status, and the right to control its membership. The Society drafted and proposed LPA amendments to the AG who reviewed and then presented the product to the Legislature. The achilles heel of the LSBC's autonomy existed in its ongoing reliance on the "pleasure" of legislatures ostensibly acting in the public interest. If the mutual service formula failed, the state retained the power to change the rules, a factor of which the LSBC remained uncomfortably aware. The history of state intervention in the medical arena reinforces the potential for, and consequences of, schisms between state and professional interests. LSBC lobbying and campaign forces held no guarantee against public challenges to its private powers.

In the absence of conflict, however, the LSBC decided who entered the profession. By what criteria would the Benchers gauge a candidate's fitness? In his study of the early Barristers' Society of Nova Scotia, Philip Girard
uncovered an "old boys' club." Members weighed the name, "quality and residence" of the applicant's father along with his education and moral character. The LSBC bypassed the blatant old boys' technique but held fast to "moral character." In 1890, a barrister applying from out-of-province needed "a certificate from the Secretary of the Society or Judge of the Supreme Court in his former place of residence to the effect that he is in good standing and repute and of good character." Although the LPA’s scope and complexity increased dramatically by 1948, the use of technical criteria and subjective character screening measures endured. Neophytes guilty of conduct unbecoming a student or articulated clerk risked erasure from the Society books and a denial of exams or certificates. As discipline, the elite might disbar, disqualify, suspend from practice, or strike off the rolls any barrister or solicitor for good cause shown. These sanctions could be temporary, or indefinite.

BC legislation resembled most provincial measures. The Benchers of Ontario’s Society held the right and duty to examine the "fitness" of the members of its legal community and react to "unbecoming" conduct. Alberta’s legal order acted "in the best interests of the public or the profession." Deviating from the norm, Saskatchewan’s 1940 statutory provisions bypassed conditions of repute, character, or morals in any context other than
professional, with clear lines of appeal established.\textsuperscript{36} The powers of Quebec’s Conseil General corresponded more closely to the BC example with "des moeurs" central to candidate acceptability. "Toutes leurs decisions sont finales et sans appel," resting beyond scrutiny even by certiorari, a superior court’s request for review.\textsuperscript{37}

Lacking clear definitions, "good character, repute and conduct" remained open to interpretation. Ideally the terms met the aim of self-governing professions, outlined by Commissioner McRuer in 1968, to ensure technical competence and public confidence "in the integrity and ethical conduct of the profession as a whole."\textsuperscript{38} Certainly the BC Benchers perceived their role as that of guardians of the profession, public confidence, and the status quo - the LPA charged them with that empowering duty. Maintenance of the standing of the profession also served to avert legislative assaults on LSBC autonomy. Aside from the basic criteria of honesty, competence and citizenship, the content of integrity and repute historically reflected conservative social norms or prevailing prejudices. In certain eras, gender and race factored into the LSBC standards.\textsuperscript{39} Martin constituted the first recorded case of applied political and ideological criteria. The degree to which that call reflected the social will is debated throughout this study.

It should be noted that the professional voice extended beyond the LSBC. "Unofficial organizations" such
as the Vancouver Bar Association (VBA) provided a forum for local concerns and "grass roots" movements effecting change at several levels." The federally-incorporated Canadian Bar Association (CBA) gave its members national support on matters of professional and public interest such as judicial appointments, legislation and law reform at both levels of government.\footnote{1} Watts deemed it the "keeper of the profession's philosophical conscience" and the CBA did initiate studies and direction in areas such as legal aid and education.\footnote{2} The CBA's "Canons of Legal Ethics," adopted by the LSBC in 1921, exhibited the construction of professional "honour." Naylor submits that codes of ethics foster an image of professional altruism useful in deflecting threats of external regulation.\footnote{3} These Canons outlined the lawyer's duties to the state, the court, the client, the fellow lawyer, "himself," and the need for "gentlemen" to guard the Bar from candidates of "unfit" education and moral character.\footnote{4}

Historian E.P. Thompson contended that "the law" could be considered an institution with courts and procedures, its own construction, an ideology, or personnel.\footnote{5} To bring the context of the Martin case into focus, it is necessary to examine the personnel, or individuals administering the powers within the legal establishment. Who held Bencher status from 1948 to 1950 and who were the
relevant justices? This profile considers thirteen Benchers, one ex-officio. These men all attained the honour of King's Counsel and, it should be stressed, were elected by the LSBC membership. As the state link to the LSBC, the Attorney General is also studied. The six justices who heard Martin are of central concern. Peter Russell rightly contends that "judges exercise political power," work to uphold "prevailing norms" and their "courts are part of the machinery of government." Thus, the judiciary held a unique position within the legal community. Other jurists attained elite professional status, however these twenty men were the principal actors in the Martin affair.

To what extent did the members of this group share or conform to a particular ideology and ethos? Granted, the concept of a shared world-view is problematic as groups are composed of individuals arriving at opinions and positions by varied routes. Labels need careful handling. This group, however, shared characteristics, circumstances and ambitions. The two bonding elements which emerge from this profile are "fraternity" and "conservatism." The latter blended the British-Canadian tradition with a strong strain of Anglo-American identification. In political terms, several of these men drove the province's Conservative and Liberal party machines. In this study, conservative does not mean
ideologically opposed to change, but it implies a belief in
a top-down social order and that to meet approval, changes
could not threaten the establishment. As prime investors in
the existing economic, political and social systems, the
unity of this elite in conservatism strengthened in the
midst of BC’s volatile social and political milieu.

Profile data is culled from the Canadian Who’s Who,
The Advocate, Canadian Law List, telephone listings, and
secondary works. The resulting portrait considers: age;
family connections; political affiliations; business/firm
attachments; religion; social club membership and place of
residence. In 1948 the median age of the Benchers rested at
sixty years, Arthur D. Crease being the eldest at seventy-
six and William H. Haldane the junior at forty-nine. The
judges’ median sat lower at fifty-nine. These men
entered the world in the nineteenth century, with eight
native to BC, ten from other provinces and one Scottish-
born. Age is no guarantee of a conservative mindset but
it indicates established careers. Each man claimed more
than twenty years in practice as all received their call to
the BC Bar between 1898 and 1922, following training at
various venues.

Some men inherited conservatism and a legal tradition.
Reginald H. Tupper came from high profile stock as the son
of BC Bar member and federal politician Sir Charles H.
Tupper, and as the grandson of Conservative Sir Charles
Tupper. Sir Charles gained renown chiefly for his role in Confederation, his 1 May–8 July 1896 stint as Prime Minister, and his leadership of the Conservative Opposition through to 1900. In Nova Scotia, the name Tupper embodied the professional "office-holding-mercantile elite." Arthur Crease descended from Sir Henry P.P. Crease, former Barrister of the Middle Temple, first provincial AG and a justice of the BC Supreme Court.⁶⁷ He partnered with brother Lindley, and married the daughter of LSBC founding member Justice Montague Tyrwhitt-Drake. The Robertson legal lineage began with Alexander Robertson’s career move from editor of a Victoria newspaper to mayor and then first post-Confederation Provincial Secretary. Harold followed his father to the bench of the Supreme Court of BC. Brother Herbert wielded a county court gavel.

John W. deBecque Farris’s grandfather sat in Canada’s first post-Confederation Parliament; his father held the post of New Brunswick Minister of Agriculture. UBC honoured his wife, Evelyn (Keirstead) Farris, as its first woman senator and governor. The 1942 appointment of his brother and former partner Wendell as Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of BC reinforced the Farris presence. Family ties extended into the boardroom of Bloedel, Stewart & Welch Ltd.⁶⁸ Henry I. Bird had Sir Lyman Duff, Chief Justice of Canada, as an uncle, while William C. Moresby’s father headed the provincial penitentiary.⁶⁹ Gordon M. Sloan was
the progeny of the Hon. William Sloan, MP for Comox-Atlin (1904-1911) and after 1916, BC’s (Liberal) Minister of Mines.⁶⁰

If others in the order sported a less renowned legal genealogy, they either preferred conservative blue-blood versus "blue-collar" roots, or left their pasts behind upon entering the guild. G. Roy Long, Thomas G. Norris and Brigadier Sherwood Lett looked to fathers in medicine, the newspaper business and the Methodist Church. Gordon S. Wismer reportedly came from a "long line of Grits," and left Ontario for the west and law by way of a CPR "bridge-building gang."⁶¹ The records of Clarence M. O’Brien, Thomas R. Selkirk and Elmore Meredith are less public, however they joined seven of their elite peers in passing on the legal tradition to their sons.⁶² Excepting Evelyn Farris, sources make no reference to the occupations of their wives, and no member of the group reported seeing a daughter to the Bar.⁶³

Politically, at least twelve men declared their affiliation or aspiration to office.⁶⁴ In the Liberal camp, Farris entered the BC arena in 1916 to become AG and the first Minister of Labour. A central power and "tough boss" of the Vancouver Party machine, Farris unsuccessfully challenged "honest" John Oliver for the premiership in 1918.⁶⁵ Indifferent to his policy initiatives, public and political opponents condemned his AG department’s alleged
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maladministration, patronage and non-enforcement of prohibition measures. Farris resigned in 1921, but remained a powerful presence in Liberal circles. Prime Minister Mackenzie King made him Senator Farris in 1937. A Cold War political strategist, the senator advised the 1947 BC Liberal executive to close ranks and 'above all we must make sure that the socialists...shall not rule in this nation.'

Political historian Martin Robin described acclaimed trial lawyer Gordon Wismer as a Farris man, "rough, blunt and ruthless; an excellent machine man and an indelicate brawler." Entering the Legislature in 1933 and the AG post in 1937, Wismer dispensed patronage in such a reportedly "grand and embarrassing style" as to attract caustic attention from Blair Fraser at Maclean's. Wismer's controlling methods alienated federal, BC Interior and Young Liberals who succeeded in blocking his 1947 leadership bid. He continued as AG and concurrently acted as Minister of Labour from 1947 to 1949. By granting sweeping powers with guarantees against socialist intervention to corporations such as Alcan, and leading attacks against the socialist "red menace," Wismer courted no favour from the labour or political left.

G. Roy Long was an active Liberal and Sherwood Lett gained repute as a King follower and fund raiser. In 1933, Duff Pattullo brought Gordon Sloan into his new
cabinet as Attorney General. Prior to calls to the bench, Cornelius H. O'Halloran ran in federal elections and Bird appeared to be an "influential young Liberal." This data highlights the inter-connection between legal and political elites and raises the issue of judicial appointments. The federal executive selected and paid "high" provincial court judges, those on the benches of the Supreme and Appeal Courts. With the exception of Robertson, all received appointments from Liberal regimes in accord with the party's relative dominance after 1921. A study of BC high justices in the early 1950s revealed that 85 per cent identified with Liberal Ottawa.

T.G. Norris dominated the Tory roster. W.A.C. Bennett considered him "an establishment figure" in the BC Conservative Party - one representing traditional Vancouver-based powers. Bennett loathed the party machine and Norris, who defeated his 1937 bid for the Conservative nomination in the South Okanagan constituency. The Bencher positioned himself as a right-hand man to aggressive old-liner Herbert Anscomb, with whom he shared the same right-wing views. When nominating Anscomb for the 1946 party leadership, Norris announced that 'Communism can succeed only by putting all opposition in a concentration camp.'

Alexander C. DesBrisay presided over the Vancouver Conservative Association in the mid-twenties and continued
to support the party; Haldane directed the Victoria chapter from 1938 to 1940. Tupper and Selkirk unsuccessfully stood for Parliament but Moresby and Crease succeeded as municipal councillors. The formal politics of the others are yet to be researched, but the left labour press labelled the entire group Conservative, Farris excepted. Divisions along major party lines made no difference to the left. The legal establishment existed as one unit firmly distanced from either the CCF or LPP ideologies in aims, methods and world-view.

Firm and business attachments are practical indicators of a lawyer’s investment in capitalism. Prior to 1950, most firms involved one or two lawyers in a modest office staffed with one support worker and maybe a student or clerk. Six Vancouver firms and one Victorian listed at least ten legal minds on their 1956 rosters, reaping intraprofessional status and considerable income growth which fell largely to the partners. Out of the private competition, the justices had status and incomes ranging from $12,000 to $13,333 per annum. Senator Farris headed the twelve-strong firm which employed Sloan prior to his judgeship. Tupper partnered in what became BC’s largest firm in 1961 with twenty lawyers. Lett named in a third substantial establishment and Wismer followed up his AG term as Associate Counsel for a fourth renowned interest. Crease headed Victoria’s senior and largest firm and
DesBrisay and Meredith held partnerships in mid-sized enterprises. No member of this legal order worked alone, including the judges before their call.

Clientele listings of the firms of five or more lawyers were inventories of the existing banks, insurance companies, resource and other private corporations of the day. "Some Benchers positioned themselves within the economic elite via additional activities. The Chairman of Charter Oil, Farris also directed the Famous Players Canadian Corp. Tupper acted as Director for firm clients British Columbia Sugar Refinery Ltd. and Buckerfields. DesBrisay sat on hotel, resource and advertising company executives. Crease took the chair in Victoria corporate and financial boardrooms. Norris presided over the Vancouver Board of Trade in 1949, and was Vice-President of the Pacific Northwest Trade Association in 1950-51. This list is partial but makes the point. The strong ties or mergers between the legal and economic elites fortified the ideological conservatism of the Benchers.

Predominantly Protestant in faith, the group included two Roman Catholics on the bench, one being James Moses Coady, a Knight of Columbus and recipient of the Knighthood of St. Gregory from Pope Pius XI. "Members of the Jewish and less mainstream faiths are not in evidence. In social circles, the jurists functioned as expected given their resources and backgrounds. Most of the set held golf club
memberships and circulated at the fashionable Jericho, Union, and Pacific Clubs, and they were not unknown at the select Vancouver Club.  In terms of residency, a united world-view extended to some porches. Crease and Haldane were neighbours on a Victoria street and Sloan and O'Halloran lived doors apart. Six families of the Vancouver oligarchy clustered within roughly one square mile in the exclusive Shaugnessy Heights area.

This profile supports the assessment of the legal order as a fraternal body ideologically united by conservatism. This elite group of men desired to preserve and uphold the existing order, not in a state of equilibrium, but in the interests of a self-directed, possibly hegemonic evolution. The position of the LSBC and select Benchers within the larger network of influence is also notable. O'Brien, Sidney A. Smith, DesBrisay and Lett held earlier VBA presidencies with Norris the head from 1947-48. Tupper and Meredith sat on the executive under him, and the influence of Meredith and Norris as the committee for The Advocate is important, as the journal delivered VBA and LSBC news and views province-wide.

Turning to LSBC concerns, the status of legal education received attention, particularly in the twentieth century. For BC barristers seeking intraprofessional and public respect, the merit of where they received legal
training and the contents of that education came under scrutiny. Prior to 1914, local training consisted of student placement with practitioners who directed articles and prepared them for Society exams. Discontented neophytes and some distinguished individuals agitated for law schools, winning their case with the 1914 establishment of institutions in Victoria and Vancouver. These schools followed a standard CBA common-law curriculum.⁹⁰ In practical terms, this meant attendance at courthouse lectures, stints in legal offices and exams; at least half the men profiled had this education.⁹¹

Plans for combining legal and university training existed as early as 1890, when the Act Respecting the University of British Columbia gave the anticipated institution the power to grant degrees in Law.⁹² The Act, however, preceded UBC’s founding by twenty-five years, and the establishment of a Law Faculty by over half a century.⁹³ Timing, the intervention of world wars, a slow start to a permanent campus, elements of complacency and personality clashes stalled the process.⁹⁴ Undergraduates could take law courses offered by such UBC departments as economics and sociology. Within the Canadian framework, however, after 1914 two provinces lacked University-associated law programs: BC and Prince Edward Island. LSBC sensitivity to this no doubt escalated as inter-provincial rivalry over legal education heightened.⁹⁵
LSBC-UBC talks progressed to the point that a Law Faculty seemed assured in 1938. Money problems fueled by personal conflicts and a crisis of leadership, withdrawals of support, and the Second World War soured plans. Justice Denis Murphy of the UBC Board of Governors headed a wartime committee charged with procuring a UBC president agreeable to all powers concerned and capable of taking the institution forward. He found a jurist. Trained at Dalhousie and Harvard, Norman A. ("Larry") MacKenzie gained repute as an "innovator" and specialist in international law. A devout Liberal and political player with high-placed friends, MacKenzie sported a personality and drive amenable to the government and the LSBC.

Released service-men and women catalyzed positive action for a law program. The new Department of Veterans Affairs offered the payment of tuition fees and a living allowance for qualified veterans seeking education. Faced with the prospect of missing out on the students these benefits promised, the Benchers acted promptly. Farris, Tupper, MacKenzie and barrister Arthur Lord struck a committee for action. In 1945, Farris initiated new talks and an LSBC committee under Tupper tackled obstacles to veteran needs in the LPA and Society Rules. The successful proposal allowed veterans to start their studies without delay or penalty. Strong support followed: Premier Hart assured a $10,000 grant, the Board and Senate
gave approval by late August and the Law Faculty enrolled its first students in September 1945.104

A good LSBC-UBC working relationship bolstered the new law program, in contrast to the bitter contemporary struggle between Ontario Benchers and educators.105 UBC granted law degrees and the LSBC polished the practical side of the students' education. George F. Curtis of Dalhousie became Dean, assisted by Frederick Read from the University of Manitoba. The staff soon expanded to include Associate Professors George A. McAllister and Gilbert D. Kennedy.106 Lectures extended from UBC to the Court House where practicing experts shared their skills.107

The legal order viewed the establishment of a UBC Faculty of Law as a sign of the progress of the profession and the province. A number of Bar members also had a personal interest in the new road to legal training. The parentage of a portion of the enroled students supports the concept of the profession as a guild fostering occupational patrimony. Of the eighty-eight scholars in the class of '48, at least twenty had fathers associated with the legal profession; another two previously practised outside the province.108 The twenty included D.W.H. Tupper and W.J. Moresby, sons of two key men on the Credentials Committee charged with screening applicants for call and admission.109

The LSBC formed in response to law practitioners'
desire for professional status and the powers of self-governance, powers awarded by the state with the proviso that mutual interests be served. Thereafter, no individual could practice law without the Benchers' approval, a screening based on both technical criteria and subjective conditions of moral character. Candidates lacking the personal qualities and a world-view acceptable to the LSBC governors faced rejection. Conservatism united the legal elite of the early postwar period: members of this fraternity invested heavily in the status quo economic, political and social establishments. They approved of change if self-directed, as evidenced in the drive for professional progress through the opening of the UBC Law program. This program, however, contained an unanticipated element. Gordon Martin numbered among the students without personal ties to the legal guild, those aligned with an ideology lacking champions within the elite.
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CHAPTER THREE - THE ROAD LESS TRAVELLED

Gordon Martin's political and class beliefs, labour background, and his personality brought him into conflict with the Benchers. He took an ideological road less travelled towards a legal career. Born into a tight-knit Manitoba farm family in 1917, Martin soon understood the worth of labour. He contributed to the frugal family economy through father-directed farm chores and learned the skills of the needle from his mother. Martin developed a penchant for reading and study, nurtured by the home environment and childhood bouts of confining illness.\(^1\) In search of better economic opportunities, the family moved to BC's Vancouver Island in 1926, settling first in Courtenay before putting down Victoria roots in 1930. While his father William found employment alternately as a labourer, garden nursery worker and watchman, Gordon Martin pursued the regular course of public school studies.\(^2\)

His formative teen years coincided with the Great Depression, and Martin's analysis of the contemporary situation led to belief in a better future through communism. Researching a school project on political parties, the student took greater inspiration from the content of Joseph Stalin's speeches than the words of contemporary Liberals and Conservatives.\(^3\) Future circumstances nourished this initial accord with communism. Graduating from high school in 1933, Martin worked at a
garden nursery before beginning post-secondary Arts and Science studies at Victoria College. Despite winning a Kiwanis academic prize and maintaining an honours standing, illness prevented his writing of the exams needed to win a university scholarship.4 He continued his education through correspondence courses and worked a year in a local dairy. Learning of employment prospects in Trail, Martin headed east to this hotbed of labour radicalism in 1937.5

On the job at the Canadian Pacific-owned Consolidated Mining and Smelting dairy farm, Martin soon made his presence known. Calling for better wages, and condemning a CM&S bunkhouse as a citadel of bad food and bedbugs, the twenty-year-old stirred up a "hurricane of controversy" in the labour press that earned him a lay-off notice.6 Months later, Martin joined a Trail smelter labour gang and found an outlet for his ideological inclinations in the International Union of Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers' drive to organize labour.7 In the late 1930s, Trail's hard-rock industry employed roughly 4,400 people, workers important to the newly-formed Mine Mill locals.8 Unionists considered Trail the heart of a major industry, the ideal place to set an example and through it, advance labour organization province-wide.9

Martin joined Mine Mill in 1938, and his commitment to Marxian-socialism and Canadian workers strengthened through
his aid to new Trail resident Arthur "Slim" Evans. A long-term union activist and an effective organizer, Evans figured prominently in Depression-era events as the leader of the Relief Camp Workers' Union and the Strike Committee for the On-to-Ottawa trek. His agitation earned him several stints in prison and the wrath of Prime Minister Richard B. Bennett. It also won the admiration of many workers, including Martin. He viewed Evans as a dauntless fighter for workers' rights and admired his ability to deal effectively with union allies and rivals. The labour leader impressed his assistant with his view of the capitalist system and his desire to "terminate" it. Martin joined the Communist Party of Canada (CPC) at this time with Evans an open and unwavering role model. In 1939, Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) intelligence noted that the CPC considered the educated assistant "good material for Evans to train." The state appraised him as "dangerous."

Throughout his time in Trail, Martin proved a dedicated worker on behalf of the Communist labour agenda. In addition to assisting Evans, he wrote articles and delivered The Commentator, Mine Mill's newspaper. He participated in local Young People's Clubs. In essence, Gordon Martin found his own beliefs and principles in concert with the CPC tenets. Ivan Avakumovic interprets the 1938-9 pre-war period as one in which the CPC Democratic
Front drive won the Communists increased respect from the general public. The Party worked to become "ultra-Canadian" and union activities brought new successes. The CPC's strength should not be exaggerated, but it did benefit from its image as a defender of depression victims and an opponent to fascism and war. A growing number of youths, intellectuals, trade unionists and voters seriously considered CPC proposals. Gordon Martin joined the roughly fifteen thousand Canadians ideologically committed to the Marxist-Socialist analysis of society.

Trade union attachments prompted an entry into the legal sphere. When Evans and the unionists pressed intimidation charges against Canadian Pacific and its representative, CM&S manager Selwyn Blaylock in 1938, Martin came forward as a key witness against the company. This action brought him into contact with John Stanton, a lawyer for the Mine Mill union. Stanton's career included the shedding of a conservative upbringing for a socialism kindled by the activism of Tim Buck and J.S. Woodsworth in the Depression years. After his 1936 call to the Bar, he joined in the struggles of the new unions led by the left, modestly-funded organizations "too radical for a conservative profession." Stanton and Martin's fellowship developed from their first meeting.

Laid off with hundreds of other smelter workers in 1938, Martin stayed in Trail to support the union process,
working as the district Mine Mill Recording Secretary until 1941. To survive financially he took assorted jobs, including a stint at a hotel which resulted in another legal skirmish. Dismissed when his union ties became known, Martin used section 502A of the Canadian Criminal Code against the Trail Hotels Ltd. Arguing that it discharged "an employee for the sole reason that he was a member of a trade union," Martin won a plea of "Guilty" from the company. Although he later described his win as a Canadian precedent-setter, legal recorders ignored the episode. Martin subsequently divided his time between Trail, Quadra Island and Victoria, working on behalf of labour and the unemployed.

His actions in Trail highlight an important aspect of Martin's personality. He consistently refused to compromise his principles and convictions in response to intimidation or anticipated personal consequences. He challenged the CM&S company, took the stand on behalf of Evans and won his case against the hotel owners. Martin proclaimed "right" and "wrong" where he saw it. He defended his perceived rights and the rights of the members of the class he admired in defiance of powerful interests. According to everyone who knew him, Gordon Martin could be stubborn to the point of inflexibility on matters of principle. The intent here is not to create a hero or martyr, but to establish his strong will and the
tenaciousness apparent in his postwar actions. This quality of commitment paralleled the determination and ideological dedication of the legal order, setting the stage for the ensuing battle.

Martin heeded the early Communist line against the war effort. When the Party outlook changed following Hitler’s June 1941 attack on Soviet Russia, he went to Calgary to volunteer for service.29 Martin numbered among the many Canadians in their early twenties who wanted to be air pilots or air crew members. Colour-blindness thwarted these ambitions and the Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF) recruited him as an Instrument Mechanic.29 To enter the RCAF, Martin basically slipped past a security system hostile to Communists and labour agitators. In June 1940 the federal government banned sixteen organizations, including the CPC, and 133 domestic "reds" went to internment camps until their 1942 release.30 The military accordingly shunned Communist volunteers until late 1942 and the RCMP worked to block their enlistment. Only months after Martin’s signing up did they discover the new recruit’s history.31

In October 1941, requests for information and fingerprint checks, made irrelevant by Martin’s lack of a criminal record or previous printing, passed between RCMP and RCAF divisions. He kept his beliefs quiet, and his behaviour raised no complaints. The authorities allowed the
volunteer’s military career to continue, opting to watch
and wait.\textsuperscript{32} The wartime alliance with the USSR changed the
situation, and after 1943 Canadian Communists gained a
tenuous legitimacy. Martin attended the 1943 Toronto
founding convention of the Labor-Progressive Party (LPP)
and called for "regular contacts" between the LPP and the
Armed Forces.\textsuperscript{33} This shift in political status coincided
with other life and career changes. While stationed in
Ontario, he met Marion, the daughter of an Anglican
minister.\textsuperscript{34} They soon decided to marry, and thereafter
Martin’s service profile ascended as the Instrument
Mechanic made Corporal and took a 1944 transfer to an RCAF
Repair Depot in Calgary.\textsuperscript{35}

Participating openly in the Calgary LPP constituency,
Martin was selected as a local candidate for the 1944
provincial election until residency requirements forced him
from the slate.\textsuperscript{36} He then chaired a party commission, and
sat on a committee charged with handling local functions in
anticipation of a federal election.\textsuperscript{37} On 11 June 1945,
victory day for the King Liberals, Martin returned to
Ontario for training at an RCAF Engineers School.\textsuperscript{38} By
mid-August, a promoted Acting Sergeant Gordon Martin joined
the staff as an Instrument Instructor and Mechanic. He
chose not to discuss ideology at the Station, and the RCAF
paid more attention to his skill than his politics.\textsuperscript{39}
War’s end brought an honourable discharge. This relatively
prominent Communist succeeded in serving Canada's war
effort while holding fast to his political and class
beliefs.

The Martins looked to the west coast for the future.
Although the prospect of owning land under the veterans'
grants scheme appealed to the couple, Martin placed great
value on education and aspired to university. During the
war he helped fund his sister Tannis's college stint and
she believes that he would have strived for a postwar
degree against all odds.40 The government university
assistance package made higher learning immediately
achievable for veterans, a boon for those from the working
class. Martin excelled in physics, with a penchant for
electronics and engineering.41 Family members encouraged
him to enter the sciences, and a UBC professor reportedly
agreed.42 The political forces in his life, however, urged
another choice.

John Stanton and a handful of CCF-affiliated lawyers
had pioneered the "disreputable" field of labour law but
more minds were needed; Martin appeared an attractive
candidate.43 One observer considered Stanton an
influential canvasser, although he recalls Martin making
the approach and denies pressing the subject. Stanton
places his influence in the example of his practice and
philosophy.44 The bottom line was that the LPP wanted
lawyers for the benefit of LPP unionists, organizers, and
the left-wing labour cause. As a measure of his full
support for the party direction, Martin entered the UBC Law
program.45 He took up Articles with Stanton and enroled in
the LSBC books.46

His subsequent academic and practical training records
present no aberrations to the norm. The student-at-law
attended lectures through the fall and winter terms and
worked in the Law Library to supplement his income
allowance.47 "The Martins" now included two children.48 In
the spring and summer months he articled for Stanton &
Munro in Vancouver, and in the 1948 summer break at the
firm's Nanaimo branch.49 A capable student, Martin judged
his exam results as credible if not at the top of his
class.50 The university awarded him the LL.B. on 13 May
1948; he looks out from the photograph of the first
graduating class of the Law Faculty.51 If Martin's campus
record had been defined by scholarship and employment, the
story would be over. His political activism, however, made
him an extraordinary student. He invested great energy in
promoting his beliefs to peers on a campus transformed by
numbers, postwar expectations and opportunities.

The Dominion Bureau of Statistics (DBS) reported more
than 119,034 veterans as full-time Canadian university and
college undergraduates between 1944 and 1950.52 A.B.
McKillop's data shows that of the roughly 1,050,000 people
released from service, 175,000 sought education, with some
33,000 at university. Before the war, full-time total undergraduate enrolment peaked in 1939-40 at 35,164 students; veterans pushed the 1946 count to 76,237. By October 1945, UBC tallied roughly 5,600 students, forty percent veterans, for the second highest institutional enrolment of ex-service students in the country. The new Faculty of Law and the LSBC found estimates of roughly thirty students for 1945 crushed under the weight of the eighty-six who arrived, "most of them veterans." The figure roughly tripled in 1946 and peaked with 472 Law students listed in 1948, a number neither matched nor supplanted for two decades.

Labelled a period of "distortion" by the DBS, 1944-50 is better termed "revolutionary" or "class-disrupting." People previously blocked from knowledge by socioeconomic criteria took their place in the classrooms, and subsequently, diverse occupations. Furthermore, the changed character of the student body caused a vivid upheaval in the political life of the campus. The mature veteran presence offered the potential for political interest, and a dynamic core of war-mature activists of all ideological bents made good on that promise.

In the midst of this tumult, what brought Gordon Martin to the attention of the LSBC? According to John Stanton it was "Martin himself." He exacted attention as a prominent member of a far-left circle of students.
Marxists, particularly those affiliated with the LPP, drove a postwar politicization of UBC by doggedly testing the institutional and popular limits to reform. Between 1945 and 1948, law students Martin, Ike Shulman, Norm Littlewood, Harold Dean and Harry Rankin established a potent left-wing presence through club participation, political agitation and articles in the student press. The LPP group stimulated student political awareness by bringing controversial speakers to the campus. Ultimately, they battled containment under the combined influences of right-wing critics, a student reaction against campus politics, and Cold War tensions. The legal order took note of these developments. Of the group, Martin was the academic senior and sole candidate for a 1948 graduation.

Making no secret of his politics, he competed for the "blue-stocking" Vancouver-Point Grey riding in the October 1945 provincial election. His call for housing and better terms for veterans was popular, but did not bring victory. The riding went to Conservative R.L. Maitland, K.C., former Bencher, CBA chief, AG (1941-46) and co-leader of the coalition government. Province-wide, the twenty-one LPP candidates failed to win a seat. LPP students had more success in the UBC Parliamentary Forum, an arena for contentious ideological debates and biannual mock elections. The left also gained a high profile in varsity groups such as the Social Problems Club (SPC),
which Martin chaired from early 1946 to the end of his studies. Officially apolitical, the SPC attracted students open to controversial speakers and eager to apply varieties of socialist economic theory, including Marxism, to contemporary problems.67 Multi-club unity on specific issues contributed to Martin's future support network.68

If UBC President MacKenzie and the LSBC previously failed to register his politics, Martin's 1946 application for a campus LPP political club ensured their regard.69 The request did not immediately succeed, but students credited the letter with causing such a political "fever rash" that UBC experienced the greatest level of activism of all Canadian universities "with the possible exception of one."70 The UBC debate over political clubs preceded similar actions at most other campuses by close to a year.71 Martin's next effort caused another stir. The SPC fought for the right to bring LPP national leader Tim Buck in as a campus speaker, sparking heated discussions within the greater Vancouver community and press.72 The club gained both official and broad student approval, and changed campus policy in the process.73 The altered UBC protocol gave politicos from across the spectrum their first direct access to students.

From 1946 through 1948, campus politics heated up. Simmering conflicts between left and right-wing students, many in law, increasingly erupted into open exchanges.74
Martin, Shulman, Littlewood, Rankin and Dean made speeches, headed forums, denounced capitalism in the *Ubyssey* and competed, with limited success, for high student offices. Champions of the right such as Grant Livingstone, David Tupper, Stuart Porteous, Stuart Chambers, Don Lanskail and Marshall Bray responded in kind. The caustic cross-fire between groups drew broad publicity. The ideological left suffered the consequences.

A most important UBC club policy change took effect in the fall of 1947. Martin and the LPPers' battle to win sanctioned political status came to fruition with a twist that reflected a control strategy. The new Livingstone-headed student executive went beyond granting clubs the right to open political status, to forcing declarations of affiliation. This coincided with a new ban on the off-campus financing of clubs, and a ruling which confined students to single-club election participation. According to a Liberal Forum member, the move made visible "the struggle between the majority of the student body and the radical elements; it was a successful anti-LPP "containment" policy, reported the *Daily Ubyssey.* Prior to 1947, the student majority regarded the LPPers with guarded tolerance, sporadic collegiality and restrained hostility. The 1947 mood shifted to increased and overt antagonism, which further hardened through to the spring of 1948. Along with the official and unofficial curbing of the
far-left students, a gag party swept Parliamentary Forum elections in March 1948, as students rebelled against serious politics."

Tim Buck's campus visit that same month reflected the changed climate. As with his 1946 speech, roughly two thousand students packed the auditorium, but this crowd differed from the more receptive former audience. Strategically placed anti-Communists jeered, heckled and took aim with pea shooters. A dead cat landed on the stage. In a "surprise visit" following Buck's exit, anti-red author John Hladun whipped up emotions. In the wake of "the hottest political meeting in UBC history," Stuart Chambers took credit for placing "his men" in the audience and bringing in Hladun "with the sanction of most of the campus political clubs." Littlewood accused Tupper and Marshall Bray of being co-conspirators. Although labour and civil liberties representatives condemned the right-wing students' actions, UBC President MacKenzie showed little surprise and Livingstone deemed the uproar 'understandable.'

To return to the question: What brought Gordon Martin to the attention of the LSBC? According to one insider, "it came to the attention of the Benchers through various channels that Mr. Martin might be a Communist." His self-propelled visibility constituted one of those channels. A key player in a process of campus
politicization, he put his beliefs forward for scrutiny and actively opposed UBC Conservatives whose opinions carried weight beyond the campus. Did students' backgrounds correspond to the political schisms? That question remains for future study. To the degree that ideology and class merged in the LPP faction, however, no left-wing law student could expect to be embraced by political opponents in the legal fraternity. What Martin failed to realize, or perhaps accept, was that his post-graduation plans held the attention of a wider audience. An LL.B. meant little without the call to the Bar, and elite discussions about the "radical" law student commenced prior to graduation day. As John Stanton phrased it, the ire of the Benchers rose "like a thunderstorm" except, as Martin discovered, its force proved more focused and of greater longevity."
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CHAPTER FOUR - DUE PROCESS

Histories, legal works and memoirs give only brief mention to the LSBC and justice system's remarkable "handling" of Gordon Martin. This chapter is a narrative walk through the 1948 to 1950 events, coordinating evidence and constructing a base for layers of analysis. Two initial points should be noted. This affair did not play out in isolation; the LSBC containment policy affected the entire left-wing law circle. Martin's peers, however, did not share his pre-war history of union and political activism. Martin also stood out for tenaciously fighting the decision against him and refusing to compromise his political/ideological beliefs, even as a superficial gesture. The case also follows a "due process of law" formula whereby no citizen may be denied legal rights and "laws must conform to fundamental accepted legal principles," such as the right to confront one's accusers.¹ The strength or justice of due process depends on the equity of the legal rights, principles and system within which the process occurs.

Martin received no official warning prior to graduation that his call might be blocked. Privately, Stanton and others expected trouble unless he curbed the force and visibility of his "communistic views."² While Martin believed that the Benchers might act, he did not anticipate their severity.³ After his May 1948 receipt of the LL.B., the graduate prepared for a position in the
Nanaimo office of the Stanton and Munro firm, pending the completion of his Articles and July call to the Bar. He remembered learning of potential barriers to his call on the day of the grad prom. The news came as a shock. The LSBC formation of a position began in April when the Credentials Committee first formally anticipated Martin’s July petition for acceptance.

Despite the existing broad powers granted the Benchers through the LPA, they moved to augment their authority. In light of "matters pending," the LSBC governors drafted amendments to various items in the LPA-supported LSBC Rules, including Section 39 revisions. As Treasurer O’Brian reported, the changes altered discretionary powers "regarding the fitness and character of applicants for call and admission." On 28 April the Legislature agreed that students and clerks must be of "good moral character" and satisfy the Benchers of their "apparent fitness for enrolment." This affected both Norm Littlewood as a prospective student and the still-articling Martin. In hindsight, the changes did not determine Martin’s case as the crucial "good repute" clause already existed. The revisions highlight the Benchers’ expectation of a contest and a determination to win it.

A first test involved Harry Rankin, whose application for LSBC enrolment went to a hold file pending "information." Rankin had arranged articles with Dugald
McAlpine, and the barrister averted trouble by setting a meeting between the student and R.H. Tupper. Rankin's memoirs detail that exchange: How did he vote? Was he linked to the campus LPP faction? What did he think of Canadian institutions? The "long, long interview" won Rankin approval to proceed and a "new awareness of this reactionary group" and its power. Norman Littlewood's realization came in May when the Benchers refused to enrol him. In June, he requested an explanation and supplied the LSBC with a secret statement which bought him a second chance.

The Benchers moved Martin's case to a 9 July meeting, and invited the graduate to appear before them. He declined. Instead, he filed his petition to be "called to the degree of Barrister-at-Law and admitted as a Solicitor" at the ceremony scheduled for 31 July. The Benchers countered by planning a hearing of various petitions, including Martin's, one day prior to the court ritual. The LSBC governors notified Martin of their intent to assess his LPP ties and Communist beliefs to determine "how far these affect your good repute." He could bring counsel, if desired.

The 30 July in-camera hearings found a scared Littlewood first up in front of eleven Benchers at the Vancouver Court House. The panel took more than five hours to question him, consider exhibits and hear Garfield
King on the student’s behalf. CCF civil libertarian King impressed Stanton as a blend of “theatrical director, an actor and a fearless man in the courtroom.” Although transcripts remained “top secret,” King publicized a defence based on “the right of every Canadian citizen to choose his own occupation, regardless of his politics.” Littlewood’s capitulation to the LSBC will carried more weight. He renounced communism and resigned from the UBC LPP Club. As an LSBC counsel later asserted, left-wing students “repented” prior to their Society entry. After his expiation, Littlewood became a Student-at-Law and Articled Clerk.

Late in a day of “pacing the halls,” Martin went before the tribunal with Harry R. Bray, K.C., a Rhodes scholar, former Law School dean and “maverick” according to some lawyers. As Martin’s mentor, Stanton requested the acceptance of this “industrious and capable young man” whose “good repute cannot be doubted.” The panel doubted the integrity of his ideology and pressed the point. Reports of the hearings distinguish the difference between Martin and Littlewood. Both men expressed ‘complete willingness’ to swear allegiance to the King and denounce treason. Martin, however, did "not believe the Benchers have the authority to inquire into mine, nor anyone else's politics" and at first would not say "whether or not he was a Communist." He argued that the query violated his
freedoms of thought and association." Stanton, law student Lloyd McKenzie and an unnamed testifier also spurned political confessions.  

The hearing continued 31 July, a day which found the Martin family on the court house steps watching graduates pass by in "flowing gowns" en route to their Call. At day's end the Benchers deferred a decision to a September meeting, allowing Bray to tender new character references and arguments. The delay also gave the Benchers time to study transcripts. Martin clearly provided some sought-after answers between July and September. An LSBC insider noted that "on the advice of Counsel he [Martin] later changed his stand and did give evidence which satisfied the Benchers that he was a Communist." A later counsel argued that his client first went before the Benchers like 'a lamb led to the slaughter' and had been 'ill-advised in giving them the answers he did. His political ideas were sacred to him.' Select passages of in-camera testimony, edited and made public by the Benchers to support their position, included the showpiece:

Q. I ask if you are a Communist?  
A. When I refer to myself as a Communist, which I do sometimes loosely, I mean a person who proscribes (subscribes?) generally to the political and economic theories of Marx.  
Q. You don't have to answer this, but are you a Marxian Communist?  
A. I am a Marxist, yes......(LSBC edit)  
Q. Are you a Marxian Socialist?  
A. Yes Sir.......(LSBC edit)....  
Q. (Quoting) "On August 21 [1943] men and women of the
left wing labor movement from every part of the
country will gather in Toronto to establish a new
political party of Communists in the Dominion. . . . You
haven’t any doubt have you that it is the Communist
Party under a new name?
A. I haven’t any doubt it is the successor to the old
Communist Party, but I wouldn’t say there is an
unbroken thread of development.
Q. So the LPP in Canada occupies the same position as the
Communist Party does in the United States?
A. I would say generally yes........(LSBC edit)
Q. Mr. Martin, I gathered from what you said that your
opinions and beliefs, if carried into effect, would
involve the establishment of a dictatorship of a class
in this country.
A. Yes, and I think I defined what I meant by that,
perhaps crudely but I think I got across the general
idea when I was questioned before....(LSBC edit)

Martin presented his beliefs and those of BC
Communists as averse to the overthrow of constituted
authority by force.38 In view of the LPP’s legality, Bray
challenged the political line of questioning. Martin had
committed no overt subversive act, and his counsel argued
that he had a legal right to be admitted, a right to
freedom of speech, and faced personal hardship if
refused.39 The Benchers’ held to their denial of "good
repute."40 In the wake of his rejection, a bitter Martin
broadcast the intent to push for an explanation.41 One
newspaper reported Bray as calling the hearing
"disgraceful" and grounds for appeal. He immediately
contacted the LSBC to pledge his fidelity and renounce the
"misquote."42

Martin retained Garfield King for the next round. The
new team sought another hearing, transcripts, exhibits and
the Bencher reasons, all of which depended on LSBC consent.43 The Benchers met the first two requests "in confidence."44 Martin and King made no headway in the new hearing, and on 30 October, nine Benchers met to deliver a unanimous verdict: petition for Call and Admission refused. There is no evidence indicating dissenting Bencher opinions on Martin at any time. The lack of a record of their internal talks blocks a firm conclusion.45

Prior to the decree, the Benchers organized their thoughts and charged two members with synthesizing a statement for release to King.46 Privately, the reasons were defined as "written on the basis that the Benchers are a quasi judicial body." In their administrative capacity they looked at Martin and beyond to "all the circumstances and factors of Communism in the world today." Noting the decision's uncertain reception by some public elements "and even certain parts of the Profession," LSBC correspondence blamed the trouble on Martin's charge of political discrimination "which is certainly not the case."47 On this point, a state observer agreed with Martin. Monitoring the proceedings, the RCMP believed "there is no doubt but that the subject's application was refused because of his political beliefs."48

A contracted agency's long-term collation of related press coverage alerted the Benchers to the varied reaction to their ruling. Martin's situation and his publicized
demand for an explanation provoked comment and criticism in provincial newspaper and interest group circles. Radio newsrooms and the Canadian Press and University Press wire services took the case to a wider public. In response, the Benchers crafted a 3,000-word statement of "Reasons." The complete pronouncement appeared in The Advocate. The vigilant Vancouver Sun published an extensive summary in mid-November.

The Benchers addressed Bray's argument for a right to practice by stressing their discretionary duty to judge good repute honestly and in the public interest. Support rested in a 1922 ruling that "there is no right of admission but only a privilege. . .privilege becomes a right only after admission." In that judge's opinion any right of review worked against the public interest and the Court should not substitute its own view for that of the Benchers. Martin's impeccable personal morals could not erase the taint of his support for a party headed by Tim Buck or his ties with "one Evans, also convicted of subversive activities."

The Benchers steered attention to the Barristers' and Solicitors' oaths. Despite Martin's pledges during RCAF service, they could not imagine vows being taken conscientiously. Could he swear to alert the throne to, and defend the King from "all traitorous conspiracies" without "equivocation, mental evasion, or secret reservation" in
the name of God? A barrister must not "seek to destroy any man's property." The revolutionary words in the Communist Manifesto and edicts against private property moved the Benchers more than Martin's promises.

To dispel any doubts, the statement evoked international events interpreted as evidence of domestic Communist loyalty to a foreign power. Had not Igor Gouzenko proved the existence of fifth columns to Canadians? Eleanor Roosevelt, Chair of the United Nations Human Rights Commission, believed that domestic reds taught "the philosophy of the lie" and neither the labour unions, RCMP, governments abroad or the LSBC trusted them in their midst. The Benchers considered and constructed a global, contemporary portrait of Communism and applied it in their jurisdiction. They surveyed Martin, Marx, Engels, Stalin, Buck and Gouzenko's "spies," and found all wanting of good repute.

Bray's submission on LPP legality met the counter-argument that government toleration did not "give the so-called Labour Progressive Party any stamp of approval of legality." Viewing the argument for freedom of speech as irrelevant, the Benchers offered that Martin could think freely and express his views. They merely exercised their right to consider those views in a matter of repute. The panel found Martin unfit to practice law. If the decision meant hardship for the applicant, he caused that hardship
and the public interest must take priority.

Legal debate on the validity of these reasons required a court date but reactions were immediate. Martin did not accept the Benchers' logic or seek appeasement. Condemning "anti-Red hysteria" aimed at a member of a legal political party, he predicted that the precedent would shock every democratic citizen. "Nowhere in any British country has anyone been denied admission to the legal profession because of his views." He placed his loyalty to Canada in a triad with "peace and support for Socialism." He could vow allegiance to the King, if not Mackenzie King, capitalism or private property in industry. Distinguishing "expropriation" from "destruction," Martin dismissed the Bencher interpretation of his ideas on property as "pure balderdash."

Politicians, students and civil libertarians showed increased interest in the whole of the Martin affair. The provincial CCF council charged the Benchers with an "undemocratic and un-Canadian decision" and the Young Liberals shared this opinion. Students at a UBC Civil Liberties Union rally demanded an LPA amendment to halt political persecution, and roughly seven hundred signed a petition on Martin's behalf. As an indicator of divergent opinion, intruders took the document from the Student Christian Movement office and left it in shreds.

In a new and geographically enlarged round of mixed
press attention, journalists, editors and public respondents raised the major themes of the two-year "case." The conservative British Columbia Financial Times took the view that "there is no place in a democracy for such organizations" as the LSBC executive." Dangerous precedent," commented journalists in view of civil liberties. Noting the legality of the LPP, an Ottawa Journal editor argued that if Communists could sit in Parliament, the Benchers reflected "government by men instead of by laws." Saturday Night's Erwin Kreutzweiser echoed: "Can a creature of the legislature, which admits Communists, refuse them?"

A Vancouver Sun editor rebutted with the popular conviction that the "court of public opinion" backed the LSBC. Columnists debated Communist loyalties, and reflections on Martin's freedoms begged the tough question: "Is it undemocratic to curb the activities of a Communist who by his actions, speech, and thoughts undermines the very warp and woof of our democratic way of life?" The press analyses of the case revealed a variety of understandings attached to democracy, conceptual schisms mirrored in interest group correspondence and actions. Onlookers agreed, however, on the import of the issues raised by the case. It opened up discussion about the meaning of freedom of thought, speech and politics, loyalty, democracy, professional regulation and domestic
communism. The *Sun* ranked the case as one of the year’s "ten greatest" news stories to break in BC.⁴³

The furore did not alter the fact that Martin had exhausted the LSBC avenue of appeal. Due process invited a court test. LPP advisors instructed Martin to make civil liberties the central issue in the upcoming battle with the goal of entry to the Bar. This clashed with his opinion that under capitalism, liberties extended only as far as the class in power allowed. Martin felt that he could compromise his principles and possibly be admitted, or fight the Benchers on a civil liberties basis and accept a loss.⁴⁴ He opted to fight, and approached a lawyer known for his work on behalf of labour and unpopular minorities.⁴⁵ Jacob L. Cohen of Toronto received Martin’s suggestion that he might "wish to take a personal position or any action in the matter."⁴⁶ How much help Cohen, disbarred from 1947 to 1950, could offer is questionable and his reply is not recorded.⁴⁷

Local lawyers discussed Martin’s need for counsel at a December Vancouver Bar Association meeting. Departing President Norris argued that contrary to some opinions, an appeal was possible.⁴⁸ The Courts would respect the Benchers’ administrative discretion but "would upset the decision if it is not in accordance with sound legal principles or if there has been a denial of justice."⁴⁹ In fact, Norris "welcomed a test of Martin’s case in
One barrister proposed a committee to assess and aid Martin's financial ability to try the system "so that in the words of the King’s fiat: 'Let justice be done.'" During debate, the idea gained some support as a public relations move. Critics directed Martin to the LPP for aid. Amid "applause and table-thumping" the resolution narrowly failed by a show of hands. The VBA then ratified the LSBC decision as a measure of unity and professional support.

Appeals cost money and Martin potentially needed hundreds of dollars. Aware of his situation, D.C. McNair of the Vancouver Civil Liberties Union branch made a public appeal for a "Gordon Martin Fund." Other observers turned their focus away from an appeal to the LPA. In February 1949, for example, CCF Opposition Leader Harold Winch demanded a Government overhaul of professional acts in light of the case. A "Gordon Martin Committee" (GMC) composed mainly of LPP-associated trade unionists concurrently launched a "high-pressure campaign" for LPA changes. Chaired by city Trades and Labor Council leader Tom Parkin and Emil Bjarnason of the Trade Union Research Bureau, the GMC prepared radio broadcasts, petitions and union speeches.

The LPA remained intact, and Martin's due process route directed him to apply to the provincial Supreme Court (SCBC) for a writ of mandamus to force his LSBC acceptance.
The press understood the writ to be "a court order which found the Benchers had not carried out their duties" properly under the LPA. A dictionary offers the literal meaning of "mandamus" as 'we command' but also notes that the writ "will not be issued where the doing or not doing of the act is within the discretion of such [public] official." Would Martin find satisfaction in the Court? His chance came 25 February when King and LSBC counsel Farris and Norris met before Justice Coady. Delivered in March, Coady’s basis for refusing the mandamus motion illustrates what transpired at the legal level."

King attacked the LSBC on four grounds, the first being that Martin had no need to take oaths prior to his call. The judge found for the LPA and the Benchers. In answer to King’s charge of a neglect of disciplinary procedures, the justice noted the lack of a complaint against Martin and deferred to his burden of proving "fitness." Coady saw some support for King’s line that the 1945 acceptance of Martin’s certificate of good moral character established a right to LSBC entry, but he distanced moral character from "good repute." The ground that an attack on Martin’s beliefs infringed on his constitutional rights met judicial silence. Coady cited Chief Justice Sloan’s edict on another administrative body: "Whether its decision was right or wrong on the merits is not, I think, our concern." In support of discretionary
power and echoing words from decades past, Coady resolved that "it is not for the Court to substitute its views for that of the Benchers."

In lieu of transcripts, shards of detail caught by reporters alert to strong quotations aid in reconstructing floor-level exchanges. After making statements, Farris and King squared off before roughly seventy spectators "including a good number of matronly housewives." In his "unconstitutional" charge, King evoked the "law of the land," the spectre of "thought control" and the federal Supreme Court's denial of a provincial power to restrict political belief. Farris outlined the Benchers' rights and fought their curtailment. Once in the LSBC, he argued, a lawyer "may have the most unholy views" but remained safe unless guilty of "some overt act." Communists such as Martin "could strike at the heart of the safety of the state." That strike must be blocked by the LSBC "guardians." The senator advised Coady that Communist judges would "taint" high justice, and entreated: "I know of nothing that would be more tragic than if in the limitation of your power Your Lordship should feel compelled to order the Benchers to take this man in as a lawyer."

King's dismissal of the oaths controversy as "absolute nonsense" met with Farris' insistence that Martin disavow the LPP before attempting any pledge. He cited the 1932
judgment against Buck under Section 98 of the Criminal Code, earning King's wrath at the LSBC's 'vicious theory of guilt by association.' The senator resubmitted the Benchers' international findings on communism: 'we consider a man who is associated with a party whose admitted beliefs are subversive, is rendered an unfit person to be a member of the legal profession.' 'Marxian Socialism seems to chill the very blood of the Benchers', retorted King, who referred to the "competence" of prominent British Marxists Lord Chief Justice Jowett and Dennis Pritt.

As a civil liberties analyst, King offered that Canada's signing of the United Nations 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights should affect the decision, citing Article 18 on the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion, and Article 19's guarantee of freedom of opinion and expression. "Cardinal Mindszenty did not find much protection under that," responded Farris. ""When I hear a Communist invoking the declaration of human rights I am reminded of the saying that the devil can quote scripture for his own purposes." Turning to the crowd, King entreated, "Let us not slip into fascism by a greasy skid." He condemned "hysteria." "There never was a time when it was so necessary," rejoined Farris, "but I don't call it hysteria. The sober, solemn thought of the people of this country today is that the menace to the world is from Communism."
Justice Coady’s verdict stresses that results from these exchanges applied only to public discussion. Legislation and precedent supported the Benchers, and the judge did not stray from a narrow construction of the law. The SCBC ordered Martin to pay the costs of this stage of due process to the LSBC. The next step was unclear. No candidate previously tried to appeal the Bencher judgement on Call and Admission and no LPA recourse existed. Elite strategy changed this. To placate public concerns the AG sponsored Bill 44 in March. The LPA amendment enabled any person refused by the Benchers to petition the Court of Appeal, BC’s high court. This bench could "in whole or in part, either reverse or confirm the decision" or return the matter to the LSBC. At the Benchers’ urging, Wismer announced financial aid to allow Martin "his day in the highest court." At this time, the financially strapped Martin worked "in the woods" after a stretch of unemployment.

King negotiated fees with Wismer, unaware that his client planned a counsel change. Martin retained Vancouver barrister John S. Burton and unsuccessfully attempted to enlist an out-of-province lawyer as Senior Counsel. Working on the government aid of $150 for disbursements and $500 for counsel fees, Burton shaped the appeal books. The anticipated event was scheduled, rescheduled and ultimately set for March 1950. Assuaged
by the prospect of justice for Martin, local and regional press interest waned in this period except for news of LSBC criticism from such bodies as the International Association of Democratic Lawyers and the Haldane Society in London.91

The "Gordon Martin Committee" caused a commotion with an anti-LSBC fund-raising letter mailed province-wide to lawyers, doctors and other professionals.92 This action plagued Burton, whose politics and motives for taking the case are unknown, but whose legal work for the LPP and unions caught RCMP attention. They reported that "opinion formulated in law circles" linked Burton's clients to his politics.93 At the "suggestion" of the AG and Benchers, the barrister publicly distanced himself and his client from the GMC: "I do not act for this committee, and disapprove of its aims and methods."94 The RCMP saw this as an effort to allay suspicions of his "Communistic views."95

Martin's appeal opened in Vancouver on 7 March 1950 and went for two days. The importance of the case is indicated by the full bench of judges: O'Halloran, Robertson, Smith and Bird presided under Sloan, Chief Justice since 1944. Burton appeared for Martin. Alfred Bull, K.C., former magistrate, Bencher, and head of the Bull, Housser, Tupper, Ray, Carroll, Guy & Merritt firm, acted for the LSBC.96 As with the SCBC, the transcripts'
storage term expired prior to this study." Judicial and press commentaries are again consulted, but only for major courtroom moments as the argument trends are established.

Reporter Ted Schrader assessed the tone of the hearing as "an intellectual drama." Martin, "tousle-haired, his face barren of expression," sat beside his counsel. No crowds attended but journalists and a representative of the National Lawyers' Guild of the United States watched the two barristers "making history in quiet, sometimes boring, legal arguments." These debates of principle, Burton predicted, would echo across Canada. Questioned "precisely and thoroughly by the five jurists," he answered to his client's repute, ideology and politics. Was Martin a Communist and did he or his party advocate force as the path to power? Did the LPP differ from the CPC? "If Martin does not advocate violence, and yet admits he is a Marxist, is there an authority who espouses Communism, but accepts the democratic form of government in effect in Canada and the U.S. ?"

Justice O'Halloran directed the court to focus on "whether a Communist can be called to the bar in B.C., that is the point." Burton tried to make Martin's repute the main issue, charging the Benchers with presuming the subversive nature of the LPP. He demanded proof against a party with elected representatives in Manitoba and Ontario.
"The Benchers must be bound by law, not by personal views or prejudices," he contended. 'We're taught at university to think. Martin is a thinker, and he is penalized because his views are unorthodox in the eyes of the Benchers.' His client had no record of subversive action against the state. Burton asked pointedly: "Would Martin blow up bridges?"

"He didn't get an answer, in so many words" quipped a reporter, but met frequent challenges. Bull halted readings from the LPP constitution with the comment, "it is stupid to think that any party with subversive ideas would put them into writing." A reference to a pre-war California judgment in favour of Communists caused O'Halloran to remark that "ideas have changed since Canada's espionage trial." The judge also objected to Burton's logic that the ban might extend to a CCF member: "It is nothing to do with politics...a Conservative or a Liberal who subscribed to subversive views could be held inadmissible."

In an "unbridled" ideological discussion Burton asked the court: "What is communism? It's a term never defined in Canadian law." No clear definition emerged and the vocal O'Halloran noted that there must be '50 or 60 branches.' Bull parried the charge that Martin deserved a decision before putting his grants and time into training by stressing the new awareness of Communism's "sinister connotation." He added that Martin could reapply. "If he
submitted evidence that he was not a Communist, no doubt he would be accepted." He later assured the Benchers that his words committed them only to "consider" future applications, regardless of Martin's actions."

On the final day, Burton evoked the guarantees of the UN Declaration, stating that Martin lost the right to a livelihood by exercising "a freedom enjoyed by all citizens." If the Benchers' decision stood, it would prove Canadians 'a servile people' and 'our claim to individual freedom is an idle boast'. Burton concluded that Communism was no crime; Martin's membership in a 'minority group' caused his trouble. O'Halloran denounced any "cloaking" of the argument: "Freedom of thought is not the issue but subversive activity is." To close, Alfred Bull justified the Bencher pronouncement and insisted that Martin agreed that "he received a fair hearing" from the LSBC tribunal. He met Burton's strong words with his own: 'His membership in the LPP is not the important thing. He is a Communist!'

The bench delivered its decision in April, and the panel agreed with the Benchers both technically and ideologically. If the Benchers were Cold Warriors, the judges carried their standards. In procedural terms this was not a new hearing of Martin's application. Chief Justice Sloan reinforced that the court's only consideration was "whether the discretion vested in the Benchers was properly exercised according to law." He
upheld their jurisdiction and their reasoning. Justice O'Halloran concurred that a person professing to the Marxist philosophy of law and government could not "be of good repute" within the meaning of the Legal Professions Act. He found O'Halloran, launching into a lengthy intellectual exploration of "freedom," "democracy," and the roots of "Fascist and Communist perversions." He dismissed the appeal on the broad ground that "a Marxist Communist cannot be a loyal Canadian citizen."

Justice Robertson had "little to add" to the Benchers' arguments. He believed that Martin's appeal must be dismissed due to the violent and alien principles of the Communist Party and the problem of loyalties. Stressing the Court's inability to challenge the Benchers' discretion, Justice Smith noted that "the Benchers are given no standard whatever to apply; so they can only base their decisions on what they consider prudent and expedient." He contended that the LSBC governors needed no evidence of Martin's overt participation in a conspiracy against the status quo, the probabilities sufficed. Smith did not find the Benchers' actions contrary to reason, or the public interest. Justice Bird surmised that Governments, public and private organizations, "alive to the danger of Communist infiltration and influence are now alert to the menace, and
are actively moving towards its elimination.106 Thus, Bird judged the Benchers' decision "right"; their findings disclosed "a lawful and proper exercise of the discretion and public responsibility imposed upon them under the Legal Professions Act."109

The court's unanimous ruling blocked a hearing in the Supreme Court of Canada without special leave, delay and expense. Burton announced the possibility of the Marxist Pritt taking an appeal to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council. If the JCPC agreed, this remained an option as the case began prior to Ottawa's 1948 closure of the London appeal path.110 Instead, Martin "quit the fight."111 He could not see winning a character evaluation which rested on politics and ideology, and family illness taxed his strained financial and emotional resources.112 His sister surmised that he "didn't figure that he had any support - and he really had no money at all."113

Did these two years of due process deal Gordon Martin justice? The question remains open to legal, ideological and emotional debate. Martin's life-long friend Elspeth (Munro) Gardner offered the opinion: "I'm satisfied the position was put, but it wasn't being bought by the establishment."114 John Stanton saw no chance for a win without Martin's bending to the rules, or in his words, kissing "a certain number of rear ends, and that was the price." Nothing in Martin allowed that, and "therein lay
his downfall, or his uplift." According to daughter Lillian, Martin came away from the process holding no great bitterness towards any individual or group. He believed that "that was the way the system worked, and hated the system." "The system" digested the verdict. The Advocate published the remarks for legal readers and publicity coordinator Meredith submitted an appraisal to the Canadian Bar Review. Seeking coverage, the LSBC sent copies of the judgment to regional newspapers and Saturday Night. The magazine took stock of "one of the most important judgments by Canadian courts on the subject of Communism." The case proved that no "absolute right" to be called to the Bar existed, and the Benchers need only give applicants a "proper hearing" with testimony "not necessarily to be accepted." The writer extended the principles to admitted Communists seeking work "in a great many other fields beside the law. They seem to us to be reasonable and not unduly restrictive of political freedom." "Due process" had been served. Case closed.
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CHAPTER FIVE - THE CONTEXT FOR REPRESSION

The Martin affair invites analysis. In this chapter it is evaluated as a case of state-sanctioned political repression in the Cold War context. Although the case set a unique domestic precedent, its components are less singular. Other Canadians perceived as subversive or troublesome lost their jobs and liberties by political means in this period. Some historians equate this, and the LSBC action, with McCarthyism. This raises the question: To what degree did BC's legal order take its cue from the Americans? There is evidence of mutual cross-border borrowings, influences and fears. The case and the conservative Cold War ideology must, however, be positioned within BC's historically volatile socio-political milieu. Conservative forces ran an ongoing campaign against labour radicalism, socialism and social criticism. The Cold War provided defenders of the establishment with a pillar by which to elevate their ideological validity and affirm their postwar agenda. The legal elite's treatment of Martin complemented the larger strategy.

In his work on left-wing dissent and the state, political scientist Reg Whitaker offers definitions of analytically distinct, but related methods of repression which apply to the Martin case. **State repression** involves coercive controls applied through official apparatus;
political repression marks intimidation "outside the state system proper, but originating in the wider political system (parties, interest groups, private associations)."¹ Martin suffered state-supported political repression in the private, professional sector.² The Benchers initiated his political rejection as governors of a private association, but one fused with the state. Wismer's actions as AG (and ex-officio Benchers), and the "objective" judiciary's full support for the Bencher reasoning amounted to a state endorsement of political repression.

Human rights scholar Irwin Cotler offers Martin's case as a model example of state-supported or state-inspired restrictions on freedom of association. In this model, the state curbs freedom by denying a government benefit to members of a "troublesome" association, or it makes opportunities depend on oaths of disaffiliation.³ Cotler credits Martin's loss of freedoms to the LSBC, downplaying the state's contribution to his predicament. For example, Wismer presumably knew of the "matters pending" when he took the Legal Professions Act amendments strengthening the Bencher powers to a receptive legislature in April 1948.⁴ The AG and Coalition government majority upheld the LSBC course by refusing to review or alter the LPA in the applicant's favour, appeal clause notwithstanding. It is also plausible to assume that either the AG's office, RCMP or Provincial Police equipped the Benchers with Communist
publications and reinforced to the governors that "Martin was at one time closely associated with one Evans."5

Cotler offers other models of the state-supported negation of associational freedoms, and at least one should be applied to Martin. This is: when an association remains lawful, but the government interferes with its internal structure or "an activity integral to the association in the sense that the association's protected purposes would be seriously prejudiced if the activity were disallowed."6 Legal direction is vital to an association's well-being, thus the LPP had hoped for the entry of Martin and the other "radicals" into the thin ranks of left-wing lawyers. Martin's exclusion and the implications of the LSBC precedent impaired LPP members' and left-wing unionists' access to effective, sympathetic counsel. Martin's loss also led to the closure of Stanton & Munro's Nanaimo office, which cost Vancouver Island workers convenient legal counselling.7

How unique, in domestic Cold War terms, was this case? The successful LSBC pressure exerted on Littlewood, Rankin, Dean and Shulman must be taken into account for a total of five politically-repressed BC law aspirants. The exclusion of non-conformist Gordon Martin set an example for both students and BC lawyers. One implication of the case was the weakening of the already tenuous position of leftist lawyers who found themselves under intense scrutiny.
Attention from the LSBC and AG moved J.S. Burton to guard his future by publicly distancing himself from the far left.8 Stanton remembered it as "a dicey period to live through."9 LSBC counsel Alfred Bull dragged the left-wing lawyer into the court arguments with the statement that "the benchers had 'inferred' that Stanton was an LPP member, "perhaps even a Communist."10 The persecution of these men evidently stopped at innuendoes, but the tensions these produced must be seen in light of extremist calls in the Legislature to "purge the ranks of the entire legal profession of anyone with Communist ideas."11

The larger effect of the precedent on Canadian law students and lawyers is unknown except for the swift attention it received from the Quebec Bar. In November 1948, a member of that body sought an LSBC resume of the case as "the same question will be presented to our Law Society in a very near future."12 The LSBC confidentially replied, supplying documents and guarantees of further assistance if required.13 The correspondent welcomed this "very helpful" material.14 This reference occurred in mid-December, and no mention of a Martin-styled Quebec case is evident in published sources. Clearly, however, a law student or practitioner in that province faced a possible verdict of unacceptability from decision-makers guided by the BC precedent.

When the frame of reference is expanded to occupations
outside of law, Martin's is a less isolated episode of political repression in the early Cold War. The medical order, comparable to the legal guild in many organizational respects, reveals no clear counterpart. However, Len Scher's collected memories from blacklisted "un-Canadians" included testimony from people connected to the National Film Board, Toronto Symphony Orchestra, universities, the arts, civil service and journalism. Ivan Avakumovic makes a generic reference to the repressive and sometimes job-costing scrutiny of public school teachers holding Communist cards or views in this period. Reg Whitaker and Gary Marcuse add to the lists of establishment-critical Canadians in various professional and career quarters facing overt, and more often covert persecution in Cold War Canada.

Specific to BC, Martin's rejection coincided with the dismissal of an instructor/performer from the BC Institute of Music and Drama. Actor/singer John Goss had been caught in a police raid at the 1949 Cultural and Scientific Conference for World Peace in New York. Under the provisions of the McCarran Act, Goss had the choice of a fast exit from the U.S. or deportation. The incident caught the attention of a hostile Vancouver press, and cost him a job. Bencher and Board of Trade chairman Norris linked Goss with Martin as would-be "martyrs." The timing of these events paralleled the well-documented power
struggles in organized labour at the local, national and international levels, which seriously undermined the CPC's union presence and strength. In 1950, Prime Minister Louis St. Laurent openly lauded the "good judgment, patriotism and Christian tradition of the labouring people" which guided them to autonomously expel Communists from their unions. The state sanctioned a political repression which precluded the need for legislative steps to the same end.

Of the documented Cold War tests of private powers versus individual liberties, the 1949 dismissal of George Hunter from the University of Alberta stands out for its similarities to Martin's situation. Although their backgrounds and positions differed and Hunter's case involved questions of academic freedom, both men held the RCMP's interest due to their involvement with Communist-approved causes. A family member depicted Hunter as principled, idealistic, impractical, opinionated and 'not loath to make his views known', traits shared by Martin. As the head of the Biochemistry Department, Hunter met his profession's academic standards, but this mattered little to the Board of Governors and government-appointed University president.

Hunter's Soviet sympathies were not the lone "problem." His criticism of the U of A administration antagonized the autocratic governors, who held no more
tolerance than the BC Benchers for anyone showing "disrespect for constituted authority." In the conferral of discretionary powers the University Act mirrored the LPA by allowing the Board to oust faculty, holding posts at the Board's pleasure, without any "legal obligation to give a reason for the dismissal." Hunter had little opportunity to answer to the charges against him, and neither the public nor the courts heard the full circumstances of his case. Historian Michiel Horn deemed the political firing a "travesty of due process" and a blow to academic freedom. Hunter and Martin both register as examples of the political repression of professionals by state-sanctioned private tribunals.

How accurate was Martin's defence that no comparable case occurred in any other British country? In absolute terms, the LSBC action appears unique. A comparative study of British Commonwealth countries is needed even though political, cultural and legislative variables would frustrate a sound conclusion. For example, the respect given Marxist jurist and politician D.N. Pritt by Britain's legal community may not have been extended to obscure newcomers. How did Marxist lawyers fare in the failed 1950 drive by the Australian government to ban the Communist Party, or in South Africa, which did outlaw communism? Can or should the LSBC action be compared to the status of dissident lawyers in India, where the state
crushed an uprising and the strength of the Communist Party of India in 1948? Or Malaysia, where a Communist revolt resurrected the death penalty?

Every state and political organization attempts to repress, by varied means, internal, and if it has the power and desire, external elements considered threatening. Working from this premise, questions of uniqueness or who is the most or least repressive become speculative - the stuff of endless revisionist rounds of value judgments. Canadian Cold War historians routinely debate whether Canada's treatment of Communists was less, more, or as repressive as the American state's, our main external influence. The intent of this next section is to bypass that debate in favour of exploring the evidence of Martin-related procedural and intellectual exchanges between North Americans.

Michiel Horn stressed that Hunter’s dismissal "was not part of any 'McCarthyite' witch hunt," whereas other analysts of Martin’s case take a reverse position. Harry Rankin concluded that "this was the era of McCarthyism in the United States and this [Martin] was simply a tragic display of its irrationality here in Canada." Whitaker and Marcuse viewed the LSBC action as "one of the worst examples of McCarthyite victimization to occur anywhere in Canada." "McCarthyism" is a term better suited to its country of origin, however, aspects of the LSBC’s handling
of Martin do correlate to the unfolding of the American war on domestic radicals.

"Rhetoric" is defined as persuasive forms of discourse which give "public meaning to events, people, and policies as a basis for belief or action."39 BC's legal elite regurgitated American rhetoric to raise a Cold War consciousness in law circles, and to justify and give public meaning to anti-Martin actions. They used RCMP warnings, British sources, and select phrases from Lenin, Marx and Engels to mark the Soviet course as violent and lawless, but the American discourse received more thorough attention.40 Samples include a 1947 Advocate cover and feature dedicated to the U.S. Supreme Court Chief Justice's views on the dangers to "our civilization."41 The journal editors bordered the account of Martin's rejection with anti-Communist statements by the American Bar Association (ABA).42 The Benchers went to some lengths to access excerpts from Eleanor Roosevelt's speeches, and on the bench, Justice Robertson cited bombast circulated byHUAC (the House Un-American Activities Committee).43 Plausible reasons for the rhetorical attraction include sensationalism and familiarity. American Cold Warriors made strong, emotional statements without the baggage of Canadian political party affiliation.44 Canadian opinions on the crusade to the south divided, but U.S. rhetoric entered our consciousness in force. A major
point is the legal elite’s identification with the ABA. A speech by Canadian Bar Association leader A.N. Carter at a 1950 CBA-ABA joint meeting in Washington reflected this bond. Touting a 1913 ABA meeting in Montreal as the stimulus for the resurrection of an ailing CBA, Carter effused that "the friendship of the two Associations had flowed in an unruffled stream since that time." The stream’s depth is uncharted, but Canadians sought coordinated CBA-ABA meetings with the aim of enhancing ties between the two folds of jurists. "American respect mattered to Canadians seeking judicial autonomy from Britain and a self-determined legal system incorporating elements from both the British and American models."

LSBC leaders supported the CBA aims and, presumably to boost provincial status on the national stage, the 1945 executive set a precedent by making CBA membership a must for BC lawyers. BC produced CBA leaders, including Senator Farris (1937-8). An alumnus of the University of Pennsylvania, he represented the CBA at a 1935 ABA convention and became an honourary member of that organization. His personal accomplishments illustrate some educational and organizational channels nurturing ideological accord between the legal communities. In 1950, the CBA and ABA chiefs showed their accord on the Soviet threat to freedom and individualism. Further mutual cross-border exchanges of influence are apparent in Martin-
related developments.

For its spring 1948 meeting, the CBA's BC section lined up guest speakers Dean Falknor of the University of Washington Law Faculty and Seattle's Frank Holman, ABA President-elect. This choice is interesting given Jane Sanders' history of Cold War events at the University of Washington (U of W). In its fight against "Un-American Activities," the Republican-heavy Washington state legislature launched an investigative Committee under Albert Canwell in 1947. Suspected "red" professors first appeared before the Committee early in 1948. U of W Law School alumni A.R.Hilen and Tracy Griffin helped prepare the briefs which led to formal charges against six faculty members in September 1948. This resulted in the first Cold War-related dismissals of tenured professors on a U.S. campus.

In July 1948, after the initial U of W action, George Cameron of the BC Progressive Conservative Association called for a similar 'housecleaning' at UBC, claiming that a former RAF secret service operator knew of twenty 'pinks' on faculty. "The 'red' probe was 'entirely an American proposition', countered Dean F.M.Clement, who denied the presence of Communists on staff. The UBC administration took no action but undoubtedly felt pressured to manage campus radicalism with care. Perhaps by chance, the Benchers formulated their plans to deal with Martin and
Littlewood during the period of the U of W hearings.

*Montreal Gazette* editors made connections. In their view, the Benchers' refusal to accept a Communist's oath of allegiance mirrored the Seattle case of faculty dismissed because "they cannot perform the ordinary duties of professors without ulterior motives and aims." In both cases, the *Gazette* noted, "it was held that there is no such thing as a passive Communist." The inter-case links are tenuous, but one member of the U of W legal team showed firm interest in a news broadcast on Martin. Writing for the Washington State Bar Association in December 1948, the attorney requested the LSBC "data" used to block admission as "our Bar should be greatly interested."

Another relevant development came out of the ABA's annual meeting, held in Seattle in the fall of 1948. BC Bar members deemed this a significant matter and planned special hospitality for the American "brethren" on a scheduled visit to Vancouver Island. A new ABA resolution coincided temporally with the Benchers' decisive rejection of Martin's application. The *Advocate* prominently displayed the declaration:

> any lawyer who publicly or secretly aids, supports or assists the World Communist Movement to accomplish its objectives in the United States, by participating in its program, whether he be an avowed party member or not, is unworthy of his office and should not be permitted to become or remain a member of the American Bar Association." Seattle, September 1948.
This pronouncement fit into a larger ABA-FBI-HUAC campaign against the membership of the National Lawyers Guild (NLG)." Formed in 1937 and inspired by the New Deal and Popular Front, the NLG ideology blended "humanism, Marxism, populism, and the democratic tradition"; the founders put human rights above property rights." Members also doggedly fought for FBI budget cuts, to have J.Edgar Hoover fired, and to expose FBI agents' "extraconstitutional exploits." After 1940, the Attorney General, FBI and HUAC labelled the NLG a subversive Communist front, which frustrated but did not defeat the Guild. " As earlier noted, the NLG sent an observer to Martin's Appeal Court hearing, marking Guild concerns about the outcome. " Censure of the LSBC by the allegedly Communist-dominated International Association of Democratic Lawyers and the Haldane Society indicated wider perceptions of the import of the case. "

To pursue the American record, the FBI applied new pressure on the NLG in the early 1950s, working with an ABA Special Committee to Study Communist Tactics, Strategy, and Objectives. Using HUAC lists, the ABA launched disbarment proceedings against attorneys taking the Fifth Amendment before committees. " In historian Kenneth O'Reilly's view, the FBI saw the NLG's danger in its challenge to Cold War values and the Bureau's ability to act "without fear of restraint." " HUAC condemned NLG members' aid to people
facing political trials. The ABA wanted to weed out radicals, discipline the profession and "silence critics of Cold War politics and priorities." In Canada, left-wing lawyers did not organize and neither the CBA nor the LSBC attempted a full-scale purge of internal "reds" or "pinks." The Martin case did, however, allow the LSBC and other conservative jurists to share the ABA's clarity in expressing its position on Communists in the legal profession. The organizers of the LSBC's 1950 general meeting also tried (unsuccessfully) to get J.Edgar Hoover as keynote speaker.

The legal orders of BC and California shared a further awareness of mutual purpose and processes. Pondering the "controversy among members of the profession regarding the procedure which should be followed" in cases such as Martin's, a Vancouver barrister conveyed California Senate Bill no.298 to the Benchers in June 1949. The LSBC governors noted the State Bar's demand for sworn affidavits from its members testifying to their loyalty and non-association with the Communist Party or any "subversive and un-American" group. California attorneys failing to deliver affidavits faced suspension, would-be practitioners would not be admitted, and the bill made it a felony to file affidavits "known" to be "untrue."

The Benchers were already acquainted with affidavits. The amendment process for the California bill began in May
1949, the same month that at least one of Martin's student peers signed the following LSBC-prepared statement:

I, ..........., do solemnly swear that I am no longer a Communist nor a member of any association holding Communist views, that if called to the Bar I can take the Barristers Oath without reservations of any kind and that I have no intention of joining any Communist Association in the future.

May 27th (1949), [Signature]  

Harry Rankin took that pledge one year later, with the addition: "That I do not and will not advocate nor am I a member of any organization that advocates the overthrow of democratic government by force or violence or other unconstitutional means." Norm Littlewood, Harold Dean and Ike Shulman each had a turn at proving themselves "fit and proper persons." In 1951, after dealing with these students, the LSBC Credentials Committee further determined that every candidate for Call and Admission should be interviewed by an appropriate member." The tone of these interviews is yet to be researched, but universal screening paralleled the California process. This is not to imply that the LSBC did not look to other models of screening, oaths and exclusionary processes established by the Canadian and American governments and other organizations. In this study, however, the search is for parallels within legal circles. In turn, the Californian Bar sought six copies of the Appeal Court judgments on Martin during the 1951 prelude toHUAC's hearings on the
"Communist infiltration of the legal profession" in that state.\textsuperscript{81}

Documents do not explicitly reveal direct ties between the actions of the LSBC governors and the executives of the ABA, Washington and California State Bars, but mutual understanding and a dialogue on approaches is apparent. These cross-border exchanges raise questions for future study. Did the LSBC precedent of excluding Martin as an "unfit" candidate for the legal profession have a practical effect on the strategies of other North American professional organizations to still radical elements? How did the Benchers' and judges' promotion of the idea of subversion without an overt act, or the inability of Communists to scrupulously take loyalty oaths come into direct play in other contexts?

While important, American influences, in isolation, do not explain the BC decision-makers' rejection of Gordon Martin. In part, their actions stemmed from the intellectual debris of World War II which fuelled the Cold War: anxiety about Stalin's ambitions, distrust of appeasement strategies, and a dread of American isolationism.\textsuperscript{82} Most of the Benchers served in at least one world war, an experience which would shape their stance on the prospect of increased Soviet aggression and influence in the postwar world order. The Berlin blockade,
the Soviet seizure of Czechoslovakia, the polarization of East and West implicit to the Marshall Plan/Cominform divide and the formulation of NATO all contributed to a global mood of suspicion and crisis. Stalin and his state's subordination of law, jurists and courts could only augment the belief of some members of the legal elite that Communism was the evil foil to Western democracy - the "other."

On the domestic front, suspicions and animosity fed on what, in hindsight, is known to be excessive speculation about the number and strategic strength of Canadian Communists. Defector Igor Gouzenko's mix of hard evidence and rumours regarding Canada's spy ring nurtured paranoia after 1945. Whitaker and Marcuse deemed the resulting 1946 espionage report by the Taschereau-Kellock Commission a "virtual spy novel" in which countless Kremlin-allied Canadians engaged in a clandestine conspiracy.  "Novel" or not, few Canadians questioned this authoritative report. Furthermore, Supreme Court justices Roy Kellock and Robert Taschereau emerged as Cold Warrior role models for interested conservative jurists.

Hinds and Windt defined the Cold War as an ideology and a moral imperative fed by hatred and suspicion; a war of rhetoric and imagination which saw fear "realize itself." Without a psychobiographical study of the men in the legal elite connected to Martin's case, their
individual perceptions of the threats of Communism are beyond reach. However, an element of genuine fear is evident in Norris' publicized warning that "communist activity in Canada penetrates into every sphere of life." Presumably Chief Justice Wendell Farris sincerely believed that in light of the Korean War the future seemed "horrifying," his words to the 1951 BC Bar convention. AG Wismer’s appeal to the Bar to show those behind Iron "and bamboo curtains" that only democracy and law upheld individual rights transcended pure politicking.

From a Cold War perspective, even a small group of Marxist law students, the first to proclaim their politics prior to Call and Admission, could appear sinister to members of the legal order. John Stanton assigned fear to the older lawyers; others endorsed anti-communism for professional reasons. Elspeth Gardner believes that the number of left-thinking people at the LSBC gates shook decision-makers. With law at the base of the structure upon which their world turned, the spectre of internal elements promoting alternative plans for society prompted the LSBC guardians to "pull up the drawbridge" to keep these people or their ideas out. This observation ties into John Porter’s analysis of the value system of Canadian elites. He put the "upholding of legal norms" at the centre, norms cemented by capitalism (most important), Christianity and nationalism, the key sources of western
ideology and power-building." Lawyers trying to rework legal standards around conflicting values would be an obvious anathema to the elites.

In this larger context, then, Gordon Martin's LSBC exclusion stemmed from the conservative establishment's fear and contempt for what he represented as a vocal political and labour activist with a trained legal mind. These sentiments pre-dated the Cold War. Greg Kealey, Lita-Rose Betcherman, Reg Whitaker, Larry Hannant and other left-sympathetic scholars established the historic enmity of conventional elites for Canadian reds and radicals. Fear and contempt for activism induced the use of force to crush strikes and protests. It produced such legislation as the Criminal Code's section 98 and Quebec's Padlock Act. It fuelled the Canadian state's launching of an intense security screening system to test the loyalties of its citizens.

Animosity flourished in primary resource-driven BC where economic, social and ideological dynamics polarized capitalists and workers. BC offered employment in forestry, mining, maritime and other industries - work under harsh conditions. Immigrants arriving late in the nineteenth century brought dreams and often experience with varied strains of socialism, from mild reformism to Marxism to revolutionary syndicalism. They struggled against an oppressive capitalist "boom" mentality, and many workers
became exceptionally militant by domestic standards. To quote A. Ross McCormack, "Canadian socialism came of age" in BC. In the 1930s and early 1940s the Communists established a potent presence on the labour front. CPC and labour studies demonstrate that they knew how to organize workers and won some substantial results. The Mine Mill campaign, involving Evans and Martin, is but one example.

From the start, BC’s powerful capitalists and leaders of state collectively fought to protect their common interests. They worked to check, and if feasible, crush any union tendencies threatening production, returns, new investment or war efforts. Paul Phillips’ history of the provincial labour movement is rich with accounts of militia call-outs, company thugs, unjust trials and other tactics used by business, law-makers and law-keepers against demanding workers. Phillips contends that prior to World War II, when the federal government intervened in BC’s labour jurisdiction, workers faced a legal environment inimical to legislative gains for labour. Police action during strikes subverted the laws in place. Wismer, Sloan, Farris and Bird participated directly in the labour-capital relations of the period, and none gained repute as the workers’ champion.

It is evident in the years leading up to the Martin affair that the establishment’s response to challengers did not defeat them. The 1930s ended with BC’s major industries
organized and the unemployed moving to collective action. The demands of war gave the unions, many CPC-influenced or led, unprecedented strength. Furthermore, social critics battered the conservative values of respect for established authority and processes. Depression hard times left many thousands of migrant and native unemployed in BC communities and camps that could not, or did not meet their needs. Simon Tolmie’s Conservative cold comfort and Duff Pattullo’s Liberal intentions did not produce the results needed to hold the public’s respect. A Vancouver mayor’s reading of the Riot Act to demonstrators and police violence against relief workers fostered widespread empathy for the activists at the state’s expense. Wartime patriotism, full employment and Ottawa’s assumption of emergency powers gave provincial and municipal leaders a reprieve, not a pardon. The respite ended in 1943, in Martin Robin’s view, when the mood of selflessness gave way to anticipation of postwar paybacks for wartime sacrifices.

On the political front, parties formed and reformed around ideological discontent. Voters continued to reject the CPC but after 1932 the Co-operative Commonwealth Federation (CCF) vexed mainstream provincial politicians. In BC, the new party packed a double punch. Not only did workers and an exponentially growing number of social democrats vote CCF, but hard-line Marxists such as
Socialist Party-rooted Ernest Winch and his son Harold became a force in the provincial organization from the start. Although internal moderate-militant schisms seriously divided the CCF, the 1933 membership coalesced around a platform which espoused, among other things, the end of the existing capitalist system, the socialization of resource, finance and health industries, and tax revisions. This blueprint fed, in Robin's satirical words, the fearful belief of the "possessing classes, their press and parties, that a hideous radical monster had crawled into the light of day." 

The CCF stayed in the light of day to form BC's socialist voice of opposition and potentially, the old parties feared, the government. A solid CCF provincial showing in 1933 and British Columbians' granting of the greater share of the popular vote to the federal CCF in 1935 caused Liberal and Conservative caucuses to predict the worst. They countered with a decades-long campaign of red-baiting and smearing engaged in by prominent politicos, including the Farris brothers, Wismer and Norris. Each had a turn at the fore of the public crusade to associate the CCF with the CPC, Moscow and totalitarianism. This did not stop the socialists, under Harold Winch, from becoming the official opposition to a minority Liberal government in 1941. The CCF made especially notable gains in the Vancouver, and Wismer was
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among the prominent Liberals who lost their seats. The election and the war wrought change. LSBC/Tory luminary R.L. Maitland’s push for nonpartisan government forged a Liberal-Conservative alliance, Winch declining a merger. By the end of the war, coalition, a reportedly ethical effort at the start, became a strategy to thwart a BC repeat of the CCF’s 1944 Saskatchewan success story.

Reg Whitaker and Gary Marcuse submit that in the postwar period, Canadians reached a "conservative consensus" through relative prosperity under capitalism, the state-led Cold War-justified repression of the left, public deference to state authority and citizens’ desire for overall security. The argument for a consensual outcome in BC is open to attack, but "conservative consensus" was the right-wing postwar agenda; an ambition to put down challenges to establishment-favoured economic, political and social practices. Traditional power-brokers recognized the need to come out with a strong postwar campaign to maintain their dominance, to remain ideologically relevant within a changed and demanding society, and to rejuvenate their doctrine. They came out against the postwar opposition in full force.

Premier John Hart introduced a formula for victory in the 1945 provincial election. Grits and Tories would not oppose each other in Coalition ridings, and a joint
committee would choose strong candidates to challenge the
electoral strongholds of other parties.\textsuperscript{116} Coalition's
promises of legislative reforms for workers and veterans
also weakened the CCF platform.\textsuperscript{117} By 1948-49,
conservatives had shaped and embraced the Cold War ideology
and red-baiting reached a new high. This fed the rancour
between the left-coalition-seeking LPP and the unwilling
CCF, hurting both parties.\textsuperscript{118} Coalition's hard sell of a
pink scare to BC voters and the Cold War dialogue of fear
also left the CCF little choice but to dilute its social
agenda and sell the residue gently.\textsuperscript{119}

The legal establishment acted against Gordon Martin to
make a statement in the context of the larger conservative
political campaign against radicalism. In narrow terms, the
LSBC governors confirmed their control over the
membership's ideological makeup. The case set the standard
for the profession's postwar values and sent law students
and lawyers this message: Communists, militant Marxists and
vocal critics will be questioned, pressured, processed and
if required, cut from the fold. The Benchers had the power
to do so and proved that they could use it with the
sanction of the state and the courts. As a political
statement, the rejection of Martin was a direct shot at the
LPP. However, by publicizing him as a "Marxian-Socialist,"
and equating that label with "subversion," the Benchers
indirectly smeared the vocal Marxian-Socialist wing of BC's
CCF membership as subversive.

Overall, the conservative forces scored several victories in the early Cold War period. Although never a power in the legislature, by 1949 the LPP was ravaged to the point of non-existence. This was largely due to the success of the Cold War ideology, elevated by international incidents such as the Soviet takeover of Czechoslovakia, and the labour wars. Communists were reduced to a very minor role in the unions by the mid-1950s.\textsuperscript{120} The red/pink scare contributed to the provincial CCF’s loss of three seats in 1949 and over half of its 1945 membership by 1950.\textsuperscript{121} Even cumulatively, however, these tactics and developments did not mean the unqualified achievement of the establishment goal of a conservative consensus.

In spite of labour’s schisms and opponents, by the 1950s BC ranked as Canada’s most “highly-unionized” province.\textsuperscript{122} Although the CCF lost seats in 1949, it took 35.1 per cent of the popular vote and in 1952, gained the largest provincial voting share to remain the socialist opposition.\textsuperscript{123} In that contest a Liberal-Conservative transferrable ballot scheme designed to block the CCF reaped the old-line parties a swift, long-term descent from power.\textsuperscript{124} True, the socialists were kept from office when the Lieutenant Governor, with reservations, called upon Social Credit to form a government.\textsuperscript{125} The results of this choice, however, upset the agenda of the traditional
power-wielders. The conservatism of the new small business party deviated from the norm, and proved anything but predictable. Gordon Martin’s exclusion also counted as a qualified win for the conservative legal establishment. The victory came with costs engendered by Canadians’ postwar attention to private powers and individual liberties.
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CHAPTER SIX - IN PROTEST

To develop Martin's experience as a civil liberties history, this chapter dissects the protest raised on his behalf. A study of the membership, focus, and demise of this "movement" provides insight into Canadians' participation in, and understanding of the civil liberties movement during its formative period. Segments of the general public viewed the LSBC's disregard for Martin's freedoms of association, speech, and his liberty to enter a profession as an arbitrary action at odds with liberal postwar ideals. Some interest groups fought the decision in self-defence. These critics challenged the Benchers' elitist attitude and procedures, the powers enshrined in the LPA, and government inertia in defending the individual. In part, the decline of pro-Martin activism reflected the movement's juvenile status. Disparate ideologies, politics and agendas impeded solidarity between protest factions. Nascent civil liberties groups lacked the strength, and perhaps the will, to overcome the rifts. Cold War-inspired hostility towards "reds," and fears of the consequences of defending them tempered liberal idealism.

Profiting from this climate of uncertainty, the Benchers and AG adroitly deflected the challenge to the existing LSBC power structure by directing Martin and his proponents to the due process option. The legal elite granted the Communist his day in the high provincial court
but he could not win in that venue; the judiciary found for the status quo. Protesters claimed a partial victory in Martin's gaining a right of appeal and the shifting of debate on the issues from the private administrative sphere to an open court. By accepting the appeal process and ruling as the authoritative final word on the case, however, civil libertarians gave primacy to the democratic trappings of due process over its result: the continued denial of the freedoms of a member of an unpopular minority group.

Early news of Martin's problems caused concern in select quarters. Left-wing political and labour elements viewed the LSBC action as a conservative strike at their interests. A Rossland Miner writer attributed Martin's troubles to the Benchers' dread of another able labour lawyer "in their hair." The Communist Canadian Tribune agreed, deeming "a number" of the LSBC governors "notorious for their reactionary anti-labour views." Appealing to the Benchers for a statement and a right of appeal for Martin, the Vancouver Trades and Labor Council reported "widespread" concern about discrimination against legal party members. Provincial Labor-Progressive Party chief Nigel Morgan petitioned Attorney-General Wismer for an immediate investigation.

Alarmed at a graduate's loss of political and career
freedom, a mass of UBC students condemned the in-camera hearings and Benchers silence as elitist. By not immediately providing a statement of the grounds for their action, the Benchers also gave Martin the chance to give an uncontested appraisal of events to the campus community. Fifteen hundred "angry and confused" students met in protest in October, backed by the UBC branch of the Canadian Civil Liberties Union (CCLU) and six other clubs. This assembly believed in Martin's and all citizens' free access to professions of choice. If the Benchers remained mute or offered an "unsatisfactory" explanation, the students demanded that Wismer alter the existing power structure. Although the Vancouver CCLU chapter awaited official statements before taking a position, Dr. G.G. Sedgewick opposed the lack of information in a situation "serious enough to be fully aired before the public."

The reaction of UBC law students was mixed. In a published letter, one student derided the Benchers' false and "cloistered virtue," but intimated that many of his peers disagreed. Law aspirants, whose career success largely depended on the LSBC's good will, might well hesitate to vocally oppose the Society's leadership. A *Ubysssey* editor chided a "milquetoast" Law Undergraduate Society for staying clear of the matter. The editor held, however, that many law students stood with Martin, and early protest efforts by several students-at-law
representing Young Liberal and CCF groups indicate some support. Despite vague reports of a "widespread feeling" among lawyers that a compromise should be reached to allow Martin into the profession, they kept their early thoughts on the decision to themselves. Students, the LPP and its labour allies lacked the high-profile social force needed to push the LSBC to a compromise. No members of the political, media, economic, religious, or academic elites immediately championed Martin.

The potential for increased public censure and a broad-based protest movement did, however, concern the Benchers. Bad publicity always disturbed the LSBC, and it earlier established a committee to combat negative views of the profession. By 1948, the Society also put thousands of dollars into advertising to promote the profession’s value to the public. Aware that any "serious lapse from grace by a lawyer" would undermine the promotion, the Benchers recognized the potential harm of Martin’s case. While the affair did not reflect on lawyers’ competence, it might draw critical attention to the LSBC and thus, the profession. Their use of the Western Press Clipping Bureau to monitor coverage revealed image concerns, and a press interview by the chief Bencher suggested damage control.

Addressing the local press, Treasurer O’Brian termed the LSBC’s novel scrutiny of Martin a ‘routine’ matter, and
although no effective appeal remedy existed, he asserted that disgruntled applicants could try the courts. This statement came out on 23 October 1948, the same day that the first member of the national media elite entered the fray. Toronto’s *Saturday Night* editor B.K. Sandwell directed readers to Martin’s case and the divide between actions “needed to keep down” Communists and methods imperiling basic freedoms. The civil libertarian put Martin’s beliefs beyond LSBC scrutiny, and took aim at the elite status of the profession by placing it nearer to dentistry than the civil service. How dangerous could a Communist lawyer, or dentist, be to society? Sandwell’s comments irritated the Benchers and encouraged executive action. Though not legally bound to give any explanation for Martin’s rejection, on 30 October they announced plans for a statement “in due course.”

Gordon Martin soon received the official “Reasons.” On 12 November, the *Sun* printed a widely-read summary and the *Advocate* reproduced the full text. If the Benchers expected their logic to appease critics, or the authority of the text to exact respect, the intent backfired. Observers wanted a full airing of the issues and justice for the law graduate. Instead, the Reasons placed Bencher decisions beyond public scrutiny and captured the essence of the profession’s elitism and extreme conservatism in print. The Benchers proved unwilling or unable to
comprehend the postwar intellectual climate and in effect, their statement launched the protest movement. Infuriated press commentators and interest groups responded to the Reasons with an intensity unmatched at any other time during the two-year affair.\textsuperscript{17} Previously mute onlookers attacked the LSBC governors in editorials, petitions, letters and speeches, and this public pointedly demanded that the state, through the AG and the Legislature, curb the LPA's powers and jurisdiction.

An examination of the words, symbols and structure of the Bencher text is required to understand the force of this reaction. In the full \textit{Advocate} version, the Reasons with a capital R projected finality - a judgment made and advanced for unquestioned acceptance via a dominant discourse of conservative authority.\textsuperscript{18} As high symbols of prudence, judicial rulings bolstered this discourse. Riddled with "duty," "public interest," and other words of self-justification, the text distanced the executive from authorship and liability. Never "we" but "they" the Benchers were "limited" to calling persons of good repute, pushing Martin's rejection beyond personal control into the LPA's statutory realm of legal and moral obligation.

The language of the statement attested to the executive's ability to judge Martin's "fitness" in a reasoned, unarbitrary way. They had superior knowledge and credentials, and jurists gave the "fully competent"
Benchers authority beyond review by the public or the courts. They heard "full argument" and gave "full consideration" to the evidence. Martin's "full opportunity" to present his position, with counsel, cemented the fairness of the proceedings. Martin made "some effort" to argue his beliefs, his character witnesses knew "vaguely" of his ideas and did not declare, but "alleged" his repute. With such doubt cast on Martin and the Benchers' authority so clear, to challenge their verdict amounted to a questioning of their personal honesty and ability.

Cold War language and symbolism removed the applicant from Canadian "civilization," placing him in the "other" category. Never termed a Canadian citizen or Canadian Communist, the "evasive" and "avowed Communist" Martin represented subversion by association. The text separated the Communist from oaths of loyalty and the "democratic" lawyers in the LSBC by making him the fearful postwar symbol of "fifth columns" and evils worse than Hitler. The text channelled the concepts of freedom and democracy into the Cold War discourse through the symbolic use of "outstanding libertarian" Eleanor Roosevelt and her condemnation of the Communist "lie." Cold War invective gained an air of legal respectability when sandwiched between judicial commentary.

Although the Sun summary kept sentences intact and contained most of the original text, editing and a new lay-
out altered its tone and form. The paper reduced the statement's legal authority by cutting judicial comments and legislative clauses.20 This pushed the Benchers' language and reasoning forward for evaluation by the general public and the major market media scanning the Sun. Using sub-headings, the daily reordered the text according to its own interests: the decision, Martin's beliefs, the Benchers' view, the oaths, LPP legality and public interest. The juxtaposition of a rejoinder from Martin on the next page further challenged the discourse of authority.21 He addressed items absent from the Reasons: his civil liberties, the apparent uniqueness of the decision in the British Commonwealth, his RCAF service, and the hardship to his family.

At least three items in the Reasons deserve special attention. The text stressed the duty of the Benchers to hold "due regard for the public interest without being swayed by consideration of hardship on individuals." This thinking excluded the possibility that the individuals forming this public identified more with Martin and his interests than the legal order and its concerns. Next, consider the analogy: "it might well be said that because persecution for religious beliefs is abhorrent, a professing atheist should be admitted to Holy Orders." In addition to evincing semi-sacred professional self-perceptions, this implied a belief-based "persecution" of
the UBC grad. The Benchers denied the LPP "any stamp of approval of legality" as a legitimate party "must of its very nature owe allegiance to the Canadian Democratic system." This logic separated Law from Government, with the Benchers deferring to a constructed natural "party" law more profound than statutes. They placed their own wisdom above the understanding of elected legislators.

"How's that again?" retorted Sun columnist Jack Scott. In this, as in all protests, journalists and their publications played a critical role. Journalists supplied details on the case, framed and cemented the issues, and articulated common cause. The press provided a forum for communication. Columnists and editors gave a sense of legitimacy to socially critical convictions, and if the Sun editors correctly judged that "the court of public opinion" supported the Benchers, liberal writers worked to shift opinion. Known for his sharp, provocative commentary, Scott fired the first local media barb at the legal establishment. Berating all aspects of the "sorrowful" LSBC document and its "anonymous authors," he depicted Martin as a fighter against "unquestioning acceptance" of the system and a victim of a Canadian civil liberties tragedy. The News-Herald's Erwin Kreutzweiser focused on "public interest" and found it at odds with the barring of anyone from a profession for political
beliefs. The right-wing Province made scant comment, but the conservative BC Financial Times surprised everyone by attacking the LSBC. Anger at "closed corporations" of lawyers, dentists, druggists and "heaven help us," agrologists, outweighed the editor's dislike of Communists. He used Martin's case as a vehicle to demand a review of the value of all professional societies.

Out-of-province editors followed with some of the most strident criticisms of the Benchers' position. Perhaps, as one media analyst noted, they found it easier to be "high and mighty" about incidents and people far from home. Ottawa's high and mighty conservative Journal pronounced the case 'intolerable.' If "private individuals" retained such grave power, the precedent might logically apply to other professions, parties and religious groups. Fred Rose held office until proven guilty: Why should the high-handed LSBC "be permitted discretionary powers above those Parliament has not assumed itself?" asked the Edmonton Journal." Saskatoon's Star-Phoenix agreed, predicting a court case but espousing a challenge "in the Legislature from where the Law Society's authority stems." Had Canada "convicted itself of being undemocratic?" queried Time Magazine. Saturday Night wondered if all Canadian Communist lawyers now faced disbarment.

These comments demonstrate the outrage of some members
of the media elite at the abuse of the freedoms and citizenship of anyone, Communist or otherwise, by a private, administrative body. Processes blocking livelihoods and social mobility appeared to be a corruption of democracy. Postwar liberal, representative and increasingly pluralistic democracies such as Canada, Great Britain and the United States held freedom of opportunity in high esteem. In his 1973 ordering of the most valued private or non-political rights, political scientist John Plamenatz gave primacy to the right to choose a career, followed by access to the education to pursue that choice. The right to social criticism and qualified non-conformity also ranked high. The Benchers' statement failed to take this value trend into account, nor did it anticipate the degree to which elements of the public identified with Gordon Martin. He stressed his integrity and loyalty at every opportunity, and the qualities of citizenship in his RCAF oaths, record, and academic fitness were antithetical to subversiveness.

The protesting Women's International League for Peace and Freedom pointed out his "unquestioned qualifications" and war record to the LSBC. Members of the Women's Auxiliary of the Woodworkers Industrial Union saw a veteran of a war against fascism fighting a new one at home. Even the Courtenay Comox Argus, while not proud that the city "bred a Communist," lauded Martin for not disguising
his convictions to access the bar. He also represented the "family man." Defending her husband in print, "Mrs. Gordon Martin" insisted that he met the high standards of this "daughter of an Anglican minister," whose children need never look down on their father. Why bar him from law, she asked, if his "ravings" about society held no merit or sway? And if they did apply, were efforts to improve Canada disloyal?

UBC scholars identified with a grad blocked from putting his years of education to work. The campus Civil Liberties Union club brought Martin, philosophy professor Barnet Savery and CCF-allied law student Jim Sutherland before a rally of roughly fifteen hundred peers. Savery decried the LSBC "super-government," Sutherland deplored its "totalitarian methods." Even law student/ UN Society leader Don Lanskaill, no Martin fan, spoke out against the Benchers' political judgment. By resolution and petition, these students urged LPA changes. Groups at other campuses, including the University of Toronto's Law Club, followed with motions of LSBC condemnation. UBC law students continued to refrain from publicized internal debate. They "informally" received "a correct understanding" of the issues from the LSBC Public Relations Committee. Martin also lost the earlier-pledged backing of Canadian Legion Branch 72, UBC's most powerful society. Factional squabbles moved the president to set "telegraph wires
humming" to the Ottawa command in search of a definition of "Communist" and the related Constitution by-laws. Branch 72 learned that Communist veterans could not hold Legion membership for reasons parroting the LPA: "an applicant for membership must be a fit and proper person."

Moving from identification to anxiety, the LPP and its labour allies stood to lose the most, Martin excepted, from the decision and precedent. If Party membership cost careers it would be a hard sell. As one worker noted, the ban appeared to "be the beginning of a whole series of drastic actions taken against our civil rights." Thus, the Communists agitated for political and associational protection, and they hoped for vote-winning publicity. RCMP informants relayed the LPP's intent to make "a leading issue" of Martin; its Civil Liberties League would leave "no stone" unturned to fight the decision. Martin worked for himself and his party, asking Mine Mill peers to write to the LSBC and elect the Trail LPP candidate to take his fight forward. The B.C. District Union News rounded out his appeal by naming the Benchers and scorning a legal "closed shop and hiring hall," judiciary included.

Concern about the implications of Martin's case extended into other political quarters, including the domain of syndicated columnist and radio commentator Elmore Philpott. A high-profile political hybrid, Philpott embodied the progressive aspects of both the Liberal and
CCF parties, or as one critic put it, he talked red, wrote pink and voted green. Renowned for his work on public and international affairs, the journalist’s personal history moulded him into a crusader for socio-economic reform and the rights of veterans and the downtrodden. Not surprisingly, Martin’s predicament caught Philpott’s attention and he repeatedly assaulted the LSBC governors in his daily Sun column. The Legislature’s intent was never, he argued, to allow "12 rich lawyers, including some key bosses in the old line parties" to block an "RCAF medal winner" from his living. Philpott ordered an LPA overhaul to curb the Benchers’ attack on Marxism, noting that "at least half of all the elected CCF members of parliament and the British cabinet are Marxian Socialists."

The Young Liberals, a progressive cog in a conservative provincial party machine, joined Philpott in verbally slapping the LSBC.

Martin’s exclusion presented CCFers with a prime conundrum. Would they remain silent on a Communist issue, or defend the right of a Marxist to practice law? If they acted, they risked giving the opposition fuel for its charge of a CCF-LPP alliance. Yet, if the decision stood, it would communicate to voters and organized labour that legal party members at political odds with the Benchers had few rights, and less power within the system. The party had a civil libertarian reputation to uphold, and the LSBC
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action raised the spectre of a similar assault on all Marxist professionals. The CCF lacked the influence within the legal and other elites to ensure that such a campaign would not happen. *CCF News* writer George Weaver censured the Benchers' denial of LPP and Marxist legality, and forecast legislative action to pry open the LSBC and other union and medical "closed shops." These bodies, of course, upheld the existing social power structure which blocked the CCF's reform agenda. The provincial CCF council took up Weaver's line in mid-November, publicly terming the LSBC decision "undemocratic and un-Canadian." A unanimous resolution to seek legislative amendments against political/ideological discrimination, should Martin's exclusion "go unchallenged," drew unwanted LPP cheers.

Analyzing the composition of the protest following the release of the Bencher "Reasons," it remained politically left-of-centre, but strengthened by a broad spectrum of high-profile media support. Martin's case directly involved a provincial corporation and legislature, but the precedent and principles were relevant to all Canadians. In organizational terms, participants rarely united in action. Although journalists read each other's work, they wrote in isolation. The CCF fought to distance itself from the LPP agenda. Letters to the LSBC arrived as independent resolutions or complaints, with no evidence of a coordinated campaign. Students rallied under the unifying
influence of the campus site and culture but brought in few outsiders. The protest movement's intellectual unity rested in liberal anger at the seemingly arbitrary use of private powers against the civil liberties of any citizen. The varied calls for a legislative restructuring of the power system which upheld the political discrimination formed the main challenge to the legal establishment.

The Benchers met the challenge head on, maintaining their stance and putting their considerable resources to work. They gave priority to combatting internal unrest, although the real potential for dissent is questionable. John Stanton believes that "some of the fellows" suffered a "bit of an uneasy conscience" about Martin, but were not prepared to risk professional futures by challenging the governors. "Taking no chances, the LSBC chiefs used an Advocate issue to refute the publicized criticisms for the benefit of the provincial readership." Acknowledging "widespread misapprehension" about their action against Martin, the Bencher-authors defended their position and denied the relevance of political affiliation or civil liberties to the case. They deferred to the Communist-inspired "state of national emergency" which validated loyalty checks and purges in union, government, and thus, legal quarters. Offended by the many press references to their profession and the LSBC in union terms, the Benchers placed lawyers akin to high public officials and assured
readers that the Society bore no resemblance to a closed shop. They displayed the professional oath on the Advocate cover, and closed their commentary by upholding lawyers as "the first line of defense in the guardianship of the rights of man."

Bencher T.G. Norris used the December 1948 meeting of the Vancouver Bar Association to set local lawyers, reporters and the Canadian Press straight about the "correct" course of action for Martin. "Raising the case with the 175 assembled lawyers, he denied any validity to legal opinions that no right of appeal existed. Norris welcomed a court opinion as to whether the Benchers had erred, and deemed any public discussion of the case improper prior to a court test." This was a strategic announcement; a conservative court would preserve the status quo and Martin’s sole existing option was to seek a writ of mandamus in BC’s Supreme Court. As earlier noted, a mandamus upset of the Bencher decision was improbable if not impossible. Norris also followed the logic intrinsic to the legal paradigm within which the lawyers functioned. They did not openly acknowledge the protest demands for LPA amendments, thereby denying that possibility the legitimacy of professional debate. The VBA membership presented a unified front by ratifying the Bencher decision. This unity, and the direction of Martin to the courts, made front page local news and reached across the nation through
the Canadian Press wire.

The prospect of the issues being openly debated and tested in a court appealed to one group of civil libertarians. In his letter to J.L. Cohen, Martin had expressed a will to work with the Canadian Civil Liberties Union, and contact between the graduate and the organization occurred at the local level. Previously aloof from the protest, the Vancouver CCLU branch joined his cause. The branch secretary published a letter stating that Martin would go to court at great personal expense. In support of the "fundamental principle of British justice and of civil rights," D.C. McNair announced an appeal fund launched with fifty dollars, and asked every citizen to donate.58 Martin, who worked to fight the LSBC decision with every resource at his disposal, agreed to a test of due process. On Christmas Day, the press reported his wish to try the SCBC, adding Treasurer O'Brian’s remark that the Benchers would "extend every facility to him" so that "justice is done."59 Premier Byron Johnson indirectly supported the court option by publicly reinforcing the government’s long-standing policy of non-intervention in professional matters.60

Despite these developments, Martin and many of his allies remained sceptical of the court as the final remedy and continued to assault the LPA. Unconvinced of the wisdom of appealing to the courts, Philpott contended that they
could only determine whether the Benchers acted within "their legal rights," leaving the "basic injustice" unconsidered. He maintained that "the Legislature, and only the Legislature, can undo the injury by closing the loophole in the abused law." Communist observers agreed. Tom McEwan, editor of the Pacific Tribune, deemed court appeals as "virtually useless since the Benchers are the final judges." He urged readers to ask their MLAs to pressure the LSBC to accept the candidate. Martin personally approached the Vancouver Labour Council to request a "resolution asking amendment of the legislation as the only effective action."

In February 1949, the month of Martin's BC Supreme Court date, LPP economist Emil Bjarnason and Tom Parkin of the Vancouver Trades and Labor Council formed the "Gordon Martin Committee." The GMC aimed to press legislators by all media and campaign methods to rework the Legal Professions Act. Inside the Legislature, Harold Winch concurrently launched a series of demands for the overhaul of all professional acts, using Martin's exclusion as the case in point. Winch, no favourite of the legal elite, met stiff opposition from "anti-Red" Conservative A. Reg MacDougall. Defending the Benchers, he favoured the complete "purge" of Communist and Marxist Bar members. In line with contemporary pre-election red-baiting, the MLA twisted CCF support for Martin into evidence of the "red"
ties, or infiltration of the party. 67

Critics quieted following Martin's late-February Supreme Court appearance in anticipation of Justice Coady's 12 March verdict. The legal order also prepared for the ruling, and the speed of subsequent developments confirms the confidence of the Benchers and AG Wismer in the due process strategy. Debate in the Legislature on a CCF resolution asking for a review of all professional acts occurred within days of Coady's refusal of Martin's application. In the midst of the exchange, Wismer announced an LPA amendment to allow Martin his day in the high Court of Appeal. The AG further reported that on the Benchers' advice, the Government would assist Martin financially. 68 This display of apparent generosity sealed the predictable defeat, without division, of the CCF resolution by the coalition majority. The CP wire sent news of Martin's "luck" nation-wide.

This manoeuvre by the legal elite took much of the steam out of the movement. Mainstream public discussion of legislative amendments focused on those enacted by Wismer, instead of a review of the Benchers' powers. As Sun editors put it, the Benchers, AG and Legislature cleared the way for Martin to go before "the high tribunal." How could he refuse the invitation, they contended, and continue his bid for martyr status? 69 After the sound defeat of their resolution, CCF leaders pulled back from direct
involvement, removing a vital force from the push for LPA changes. Interested liberals could laud Martin's new right of appeal and its enshrinement in the LPA as a recourse for future applicants. Most observers turned their attention from Martin's LSBC ban and its implications to the processes allowing him a new hearing. If journalists' comments reflected general thinking, what the public sought from the high court justices was an opinion based on issues, not technicalities: Were the Benchers "right or wrong?" Were Communists "fit" to practice law?"

Letters of protest trickled to the LSBC from such disparate sources as a dentist, the Women's International League for Peace and Freedom, and the Sussex Fellowship. A lone United Church reverend penned his belief that Martin's LSBC exclusion clashed with the liberal principles promoted by the United Church General Council. That he wrote as a private citizen underscores a fundamental void in the protest movement. Religious leaders and institutions added a strength and tenacity to other crusades which contributed to wins, but this elite remained aloof from the Communist's cause. The LSBC had no desire to see any religious-based opposition mount, and sent a swift, multi-drafted reply to the cleric. A Bencher reminded him that a candidate for ordination needed more than an exemplary moral character: "he must adhere to recognized Christian principles before admission to the profession to which you
have the honour to belong."⁷⁴

At UBC, CCLU actions, related protest and even the Communist presence dwindled in the 1949-50 school year, aided by fears attached to Martin’s morale-deflating predicament. "Few students are willing to incur the wrath of the authorities which hold their future in the balance," the News-Herald reported. "Even the most consistent advocates of civil liberties were unusually quiet during discussion of the Martin affair."⁷⁵ The Vancouver branch of the Canadian Civil Liberties Union took no recorded action after its effort to take the case to the provincial Supreme Court."⁷⁶ The cause of this inactivity remains a mystery, although Martin’s personality offers a clue."⁷⁷ He showed flexibility in working with ideological moderates, but had no real faith in their approach. The SCBC loss no doubt hardened his attitude.⁷⁸ This analysis is consistent with Harry Rankin’s submission that Martin "could not cement his supporters into a solid faction" due to his dogmatic Marxist views."⁷⁹ Vancouver civil libertarians may also have reacted to his rejection of member Garfield King as counsel, or to the co-emergence of the LPP-affiliated Gordon Martin Committee. Did the agendas of these groups irrevocably clash, or did the mainstream CCLU turn its back on Communist freedoms as Cold War animosities escalated?

The legal order publicized its negative opinion of the
GMC in no uncertain terms. The LSBC and Attorney General directed J.S. Burton to both publicly acknowledge the promise of government funding and to disassociate the appeal process from the Gordon Martin Committee’s campaign. Burton’s statement was meant to halt the GMC’s publicity and funding potential. Wismer advised a Bencher that "the only legitimate way in which the monies raised could be used would be for counsel fees and court costs." With these costs covered by the government, GMC money would fund the LPP’s five-point "province wide campaign" aimed at the Legislature, with an anti-discrimination LPA amendment one point. The GMC continued to raise funds, prompting Wismer to call for an investigation of the defiant Committee. Vancouver Bar Association President William Murphy gave his condemnatory opinion that "this case is for the courts to determine. No Committee can influence the courts, thank God." Increasingly isolated and thus prominent in its continued agitation, the far left marshalled its resources, Gordon Martin Committee included, to sustain public interest in the case. With a one year delay between Wismer’s decree and Martin’s March 1950 appeal, the press had shifted the story to the back burner. Martin spoke at labour functions. Barrister Elspeth Munro put his case to the Point Grey Kiwanis Club with some success. Locals of the Mine Mill and International Union of Operating
Engineers wrote to the LSBC. Martin also won international celebrity, prompted in part by Stanton's contact with British Marxist jurist D.N. Pritt. At a May 1949 Paris meeting, the International Conference of Democratic Lawyers denounced the LSBC decision, stressing its contradiction to the United Nations Charter guarantees for the freedoms of speech and thought. Roused by this motion, the acting chair of Britain's Haldane Society chastised the Benchers in the London Times. He trusted that the discrimination would be "removed in a typically magnanimous British way." An irate, London-based BC House Industrial and Trade Representative promptly requested "facts" from the Benchers and urged a reply to the Times in "the interests of our Province." These incidents rescued the case from obscurity.

A technically unrelated case also sparked renewed interest in the months leading up to Martin's hearing. Upon appealing his expulsion from a union by committee decision, boilermaker Myron Kuzycz received a $5000.00 award in damages in the lower court of one Justice Whittaker. A letter-writer to the Sun compared this justice with Martin's uncompensated ban, concluding that "quaint decisions are handed down for political and other reasons." Elmore Philpott agreed. The case is notable as the award decision later went to the Court of Appeal before the men judging Martin. Justices Smith, O'Halloran and Robertson
upheld the Kuzych award. O'Halloran gave the further opinion that "such a concentration of power over a workman's livelihood was contrary to our democratic institutions, and a denial of the liberty of the subject." Three of the five justices agreed that the union committee did not follow constitutional procedure and that "the proceedings were tainted with bias."91

Overall, however, Martin drew minimal public notice by this stage. His award was the unsuccessful March 1950 appeal. The hearing received basic coverage, and after the April release of the judicial reasons, journalists buried the story. Furthermore, the majority of press commentators seemed convinced of the justice of society's processes, or refused to recognize its failure to uphold basic freedoms. The Sun reported Martin's loss of "the last round of his long battle," lauding the Legislature's role in making the round possible. Civil liberties issues secured no mention and the editors saw no logic or validity to claims that Martin's "liberty to earn a living" had been hindered."92 The News-Herald concluded that neither civil liberties nor the Benchers' powers had been pertinent to the case."93 Critiquing "one of the most important judgments by Canadian courts on the subject of Communism" (versus freedoms), Saturday Night deemed the judicial principles "reasonable."94 At the same time, the League for Democratic Rights struggled to prove the relevance of
Martin’s case to the 1950 Senate Committee on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. Postwar Canada found it hard to confess to illiberalsim in the present tense.

Writers for the legal community assessed the appeal result in terms of its meaning for the profession. Bencher and Advocate chief Elmore Meredith advised Canadian Bar Review readers that the judgment made it clear that the Benchers "at least" retained the power over admittance. They honoured their duty to public interest over duty to the individual. Meredith surmised that the decision protected the LSBC "brotherhood" from an element with the potential to defeat its purposes, cause its disrepute or "cloak the sabotage of our public institutions." Toronto’s R.M. Willes Chitty, K.C. savoured the outcome in the first issue of his far-reaching Chitty’s Law Journal in November 1950. He capped the case details with the exultation: "so ended one attempt by the enemies of society as we understand it to infiltrate the ranks of the key profession" in the protection of freedom under the rule of law. Better that the profession "err on the side of excluding potential subverters of freedom," in Chitty’s opinion, than risk a dictatorship.

As Jack Scott later claimed, his was a lonely cry against a decision that "ought to scare the hell out of everyone who loves freedom." Who would dare stray out of line and suffer the "awful" court-sanctioned power in
professional hands?" He had company in a writer for the Jewish weekly *Wochenblat*, who offered Martin as one more reason why Canadians needed a bill of rights." Calgary Albertan editors expressed alarm at new venues of exclusion being legally sustained by the precedent and raised an outmoded demand for changes to the status quo "if the legal profession wants to retain public respect." This censure marked the final words of contemporary protest on behalf of Gordon Martin's civil liberties. The question is: Why did former protesters credit the appeal court process and outcome as evidence of democratic justice? After all, the judges' reasons retained the qualities of conservative authority and elitism which fuelled the earlier uproar, and neither the civil liberties issues nor the verdict had changed.

Part of the answer resides in the conformity of Martin's appeal to the fundamental "rule of law." A basic component of British tradition, the "rule" demands "the equal subjection of all classes to the ordinary law of the land administered by the ordinary Law Courts." Ideally, the judges in these courts confined their considerations to the law without regard for political or other influences. Canadians lauded the "rule of law" as a check to arbitrary, irregular or oppressive uses of power, and the rule was implicit to the value system underlying their traditional endorsement of procedural liberalism.
According to political scientist Janet Ajzenstat, as procedural liberals, Canadians historically expected any notion of "what is best for society" to emerge from political debate, popular participation and the political process, courts included.\textsuperscript{102} As part of the system of government, the courts had a duty to be "neutral" and not favour any particular ideology or political interest in order to make justice possible.\textsuperscript{103} Ajzenstat explains that under procedural liberalism, "it is assumed that the requirements for justice have been met when the procedures set out in the constitution have been adhered to."\textsuperscript{104} In general, Canadians in the early postwar period still demonstrated confidence in procedural institutions such as the courts. They demanded that the court procedure be exercised, without looking too closely at the judicial approach or the results of the process.

The attractiveness of the appeal court as the means to resolve the Martin conflict may be further gauged according to quasi-sociological criteria outlined by Kim Scheppele and Karol Soltan.\textsuperscript{105} These scholars propose that authority is not hegemonic, but granted by people to options made obvious through precedent, symmetry, uniqueness, simplicity and prominence.\textsuperscript{106} Governments had long referred tough problems to courts, and people with varied understandings of the issues attached to Martin's unique case welcomed their judicial interpretation and
clarification. The symmetry in ideological opponents meeting in an "equal" opportunity venue held appeal, and the process promised relatively quick answers. The legal elite, Vancouver CCLU branch, and many journalists espoused a court hearing as the correct path for Martin: it emerged a popular, prominent option.\textsuperscript{107} It also conformed more closely to contemporary social values than an alternative which would pit the state against its legal attendants. Whereas a court offered simplicity, a restructuring of a professional act required complex adjustments of administrative norms. No party raised the option of a costly, time-consuming Royal Commission, and not until 1968 did Ontario take that step with the "Mcruer Report" on professional powers in the civil rights context.\textsuperscript{108}

According to Scheppele and Soltan, "justifiable" options are the most authoritative. The judicial reasons were "persuasively justified" in terms of reliability, robustness, universality and non-arbitrary image. Easily communicated, they seemed "to capture the essence" of the issues for public consumption. Judicial adherence to the Benchers' logic gave the verdict a new reliability.\textsuperscript{109} Decisions become robust if similarly justified by people with diverse interests confronted with the same choices; they gain universality by cutting across social contexts.\textsuperscript{110} The judges' echoing of the Benchers deference to the purging of Communists by unions and governments in
the Canadian and global context met this criteria. Whereas the private Bencher process appeared arbitrary, this verdict came from an "unbiased and selfless" court bench open to view.\textsuperscript{111}

In isolation, these factors did not determine the widespread acceptance of the Martin decision. In their fight against the federal government's postwar deportation orders, for example, Japanese Canadians and their civil libertarian allies lost before both the Supreme Court of Canada and the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council.\textsuperscript{112} That community, for whom no "effective voice of protest" was raised during World War II, benefitted from Canadians' guilt and belief that a debt of shame existed.\textsuperscript{113} Court rulings did not end their protest; it continued with the strength to force a government retreat. Nor do jurisdictional barriers explain the demise of activism on Martin's behalf. His case transpired at the provincial level, and the BC Appeal Court's unanimous ruling posed obstacles to a federal Supreme Court hearing. The later Jehovah's Witnesses cases in Quebec proved, however, that civil libertarians and minority groups could loosen provincial leaders' and courts' authority over matters affecting fundamental freedoms.

In Martin's case, the cohesion of people, purpose and the popular support base needed to sustain the protest movement did not exist. Unlike the Japanese Canadians, he
belonged to a minority which lost the public favour achieved through the war alliance as the Cold War, and news of Stalin’s disregard for life and liberty, settled in. The "due process" alternative attracted civil libertarians dubious about the merits of the campaign for their own interests. An appeal remedy had been won. Future flexes of LSBC powers could be challenged anew and they had other, more popular and fruitful causes to champion. Thus, when the legal elite offered the option of giving responsibility for Martin’s fundamental freedoms to the court, the majority took it. Indeed, democracy was dangerously served if it is defined as majority contentment and a public sense of participation.

Placed within the larger context, the course of the protest and its outcome illustrated the juvenile status of the civil liberties movement. Success relied on the dictates of public opinion, political and social interests, and the disposition of elite decision-makers, including judges. It remained all too easy for people to exchange vigilance over freedoms for processes symbolizing, but not delivering, liberal justice. Not until 1959 did Frank R. Scott resurrect Martin’s case as an example of illiberalism. That acknowledgement indicated a new awareness of civil liberties and the evolution of the movement closely linked to the campaign for a Canadian Bill of Rights.
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CHAPTER SEVEN - CLOSING REMARKS

This work closes with a epilogue which traces some writers’ treatment of Gordon Martin’s experience, the course of the judicial decision, legislation, and the people closest to the case. Alfred Watts upholds the Benchers’ actions in his 1973 history of the Law Society. In his words, their refusal of Martin, "involving much personal hardship on him, illustrated vividly the heavy and continuing responsibility of the [Credentials] Committee and the Benchers to the public and to the profession." Watts is entitled to this summation, it reflects both his position as LSBC Secretary during the Martin affair and his commitment to the professional ethos. Clearly, however, any discussion of professional responsibility must take evidence of self-interest and bias into consideration.

Allan Fotheringham alludes to Martin’s LSBC rejection in his March 1995 Maclean’s column. While his focus is on Harry Rankin, the journalist advises his broad readership that Martin was barred "for being a member of the Labor Progressive (i.e. Communist) party, it being illegal at the time. Saner heads finally prevailed and Harry Rankin became an official lawyer." The error on LPP legality is blatant, and Rankin’s adherence to the LSBC anti-Communist directive got him into the profession, not a change of heads or attitudes. The record should be set a little closer to straight.
The ruling is more than history as it stands as legal precedent, a text of judicial interpretation still consulted. A first reference occurred in a 1963 libel case where the plaintiff had been labelled a Communist. A justice of the Supreme Court of BC defined libel as words which "lower a person in the estimation of right-thinking men, or cause him to be shunned or avoided, or expose him to hatred, contempt, or ridicule." He then drew on comments made by Justices O’Halloran and Robertson in the Martin appeal to stress the depth of the contemporary society’s contempt for Communists.

Judicial usage of the Martin decision more commonly relates to jurisdictional questions on matters involving professional administrative tribunals. In 1983, an applicant to the Council of Professional Engineers, Geologists and Geophysicists of Alberta failed to satisfy the Council of "his good character." A justice of Alberta Queen’s Bench was not convinced that the plaintiff had received fair treatment. He referred to the Martin ruling to establish the limited jurisdiction of the court, and to support his sending the matter back to the Council for a re-hearing.

In two other cases where Martin is cited, the appellants sought reinstatement in professional societies after expulsion for prior incidents of professional misconduct. In 1972, the Council of the College of
Physicians and Surgeons of BC refused to register a doctor in the College because he failed to establish his "good professional conduct, and good character as a citizen." The plaintiff, Urbanek, applied to the SCBC for a writ of certiori to nullify the Council’s decision and a writ of mandamus to force the Council to re-consider his application "in accordance with the provisions of The Medical Act, R.S.B.C. 1960, c.239, and principles of natural justice." Justice Munroe of the Supreme Court referred to the Martin judgment to uphold the discretionary powers of the Council of the College: "In this case the decision of the Council reflects the exercise of a proper discretion according to law."

Justices Hinkson, Proudfoot and Gibbs of the BC Court of Appeal similarly applied this line in dismissing disbarred lawyer Walter McOuat’s 1993 bid for renewed membership in the LSBC, an appeal made possible by the statutory amendment put in place to allow Gordon Martin’s 1950 hearing. The LSBC’s Credentials Committee remained unconvinced of McOuat’s good character, repute and fitness to act as a barrister and solicitor. Justice Gibbs cited Chief Justice Sloan in Martin to support the judicial stance that the role of the court was not to judge the original case, or LSBC findings, but to consider whether the Benchers had stayed within their proper jurisdiction and exercised their discretion according to law. The
intent in raising this case is not to dispute the Benchers’ findings, but to point to the longevity of the professional power structure and the court’s deference to it.

According to the 1987 Statutes of British Columbia, the legislation supporting the Benchers’ discretionary powers also remains essentially intact. They may still call to the Bar and admit any person who satisfies them that, among other things, "he is a person of good character and repute" and "is fit to become a barrister and solicitor of the Supreme Court." The statutory interpretation of conduct unbecoming a Society member is broad. This includes "any matter, conduct or thing that is deemed, in the judgment of the benchers or the discipline committee, (a) to be contrary to the best interest of the public or the legal profession, or (b) to harm the standing of the legal profession." As an evolutionary point of interest, except for the addition of "discipline committee," this definition is the same as a version introduced into the Act in 1955. Gordon Martin’s legacy is, of course, that the Court of Appeal route remains open to all appeals, or new tests of private powers versus individual freedoms.

What happened to the main historical actors in the Martin affair? Some men on the 1948-50 LSBC executive advanced to the position of Treasurer. Reginald Tupper succeeded Clarence O’Brien as the Society head in 1949, to be followed by William Haldane (1951-53), Alexander
DesBrisay (1953-55), Elmore Meredith (1955-57) and T.G. Norris (1957-59). Tupper, Norris and G. Roy Long were among those honoured as "Life Benchers" by their colleagues. Four Benchers took on other duties. Thomas Selkirk became Magistrate of New Westminster in 1950 and DesBrisay acted as Chief Justice of British Columbia from 1958-1963. After his term as Treasurer, T.G. Norris went to the provincial Supreme Court. In 1961 he moved to the Court of Appeal and subsequently headed the Norris Commission to investigate the celebrated conflict between the Canadian Seamen's Union and the Seafarers' International Union. When the post of chancellor at UBC became vacant in 1951, prominent alumni Sherwood Lett took it by acclamation. In 1955, he went to Laos as Canada's member on the Indo-China Truce Supervisory Commission, and on his return, refused an appointment to the Supreme Court of Canada. Instead, Lett became Chief Justice of BC's Supreme Court and in 1963, he became Chief Justice of both the Court of Appeal and the province.

As earlier noted, Gordon Wismer lost the job of Attorney General with the Social Credit win in the 1952 election. He returned to private practice. Justice James Coady was elevated from the Supreme Court to the Court of Appeal in 1954, joining Sidney Smith, Cornelius O'Halloran, Henry Bird, Harold Robertson and Gordon Sloan, who continued to dispense justice until retirement or loss of
life took them from the bench. As the head of the 1948-50 Royal Commission to investigate the property claims of Japanese-Canadians, Bird gained renown for delivering what he termed "rough justice," or what historian Ken Adachi interpreted as "too little, too late." Bird became BC's chief justice in 1964. Sloan achieved fame for his reports on BC's forest industry, and as a mediator in labour disputes for the provincial and federal governments.

Excepting Martin, the left-wing law students of 1948 attained their degrees and calls to the Bar. Norman Littlewood went into practice in Princeton, BC. Ike Shulman set up an office in Vancouver. According to Reg Whitaker, in 1952, he and Harry Rankin became the targets for unfounded RCMP suspicions of their involvement with illegal Chinese immigration schemes. Shulman later put his energies into mining engineering in Australia. Harold Dean worked, at different times, with Elspeth Munro (married name Gardner), John Stanton and Harry Rankin. Munro, who broke several professional stereotypes as a woman lawyer from a working-class background, kept a general practice but focused on labour law until her retirement. Stanton's career, and his high-profile legal battles on behalf of labour are detailed in his published memoirs. Politically, he ran as an NDP candidate for municipal council in the 1970s.

Rankin's autobiography describes his work in criminal
and labour law, and his political career. In 1967, his long campaign for election to Vancouver City Council produced a win. He became a socialist fixture in that body, and gained renown as a colourful public figure. He also took an interest in LSBC affairs and ran for the position of Bencher. In what Alfred Watts terms "a surprising turn of events," Rankin won an entry to that inner circle in 1971. He subsequently publicly criticized the justice system in relation to a major case, raising the ire of his conservative Bencher peers to the point that they cited him with "conduct unbecoming a member of the Society." Rankin beat the citation, and in 1979 he became the LSBC's senior Bencher and Treasurer, a remarkable outcome of his contentious history with the Society. He served his term without incident.

Following his loss in the BC Court of Appeal, Gordon Martin and his family dealt with health and money problems. His search for stable employment met no success until a saw mill took him on in 1952. His interest in television repair, a new field in line with his penchant for electronics, turned the situation around. In 1956, after taking a self-directed course, Martin opened up a T.V. and Radio repair shop in Nanaimo. Seven years later, the ever-attentive RCMP termed him a "good family man" whose "business seems to fare quite well." Surveillance teams had little else to report from 1954 to 1964, because
ironically, Martin’s LPP membership ended.

Several factors contributed to this political divorce. During the hard times, Martin found his LPP peers short of empathy and support. He believed he had given his all to the party, and the return left him bitter. A strong Stalinist, he also refused to take up the revisionist Communist party line. These two elements, his anger, and the LPP’s wish to expel a non-conformist, caused the break. He kept informed of the issues and in the mid-1960s, became active in the Progressive Workers Movement, a group reportedly attractive to hard-line Communists. The Movement publicly honoured Martin, and in 1966, as a PWM speaker, he shared his perspective of the "Socialist Revolution" and "the intellectual and society" with students at the Vancouver City College, Simon Fraser University and UBC. If the RCMP records are correct, after this speaking tour Martin withdrew from involvement in politics and political organizations.

The state found no fault with his other activities, although in the wake of the appeal, U.S. officials apparently curbed Martin’s free movement by adding him to the long list of border-blacklisted Canadians. According to his daughter Lillian, Martin wished to avoid persecution in any form and obeyed the law to the letter, to a "preposterous" extent at times. He put his energy into family activities, and as an avid reader, scanned
everything from the Communist publications to books on Greek pottery and anthropology. Music inspired him, and he grew orchids for a hobby.37 However, this veteran of the two-year battle with the LSBC, the courts and public opinion faced another long struggle in his middle years, this time with cancer. W.J. Gordon Martin passed away in 1974.38 In tribute, the Pacific Tribune acknowledged his historic fight to practice law.39 The RCMP closed his file.

In 1948, with his legal education and articles completed, Gordon Martin prepared to practice law. He applied to the LSBC Benchers for the routine stamp of approval, the ritual call to the Bar. Their response was unprecedented. As a vocal member of a Communist minority, Martin’s candidacy for repression increased with the onset of Cold War anxieties and conservative forces’ elevated use of anti-communism as a weapon in BC’s political and labour arenas. This study outlines the depth of the conservatism of the contemporary legal elite, the connections between the LSBC and the state, and the degree of consolidation between the legal, government and corporate establishments. These factors ensured that a pro-labour LPP activist such as Martin would not be embraced by the LSBC oligarchy, but the guardians of the profession went further. Legislated to decide who could enter their fraternity, the Benchers
rejected him as "unfit" by reason of ideology.

Many observers, in turn, rejected this decision, along with the Benchers' posture of elite unaccountability. The flexing of discretionary powers appeared to be an arbitrary negation of the civil liberties of a qualified applicant who belonged to a legal, if controversial, political party. The resulting protest illuminated the postwar intellectual divide between the conservatism of the legal elite and the liberalism cum civil libertarianism of people drawn from all quadrants on the social and political spectrum. Alarmed at a private body's legislated power to block Martin's career goals, and thus, his political freedoms, the protesters questioned the intent and contents of the Legal Professions Act and the government's tenet of non-intervention. What may be termed a Canadian rights and freedoms culture was under construction and this challenge to the illiberal status quo exemplified the new mood.

The analysis of the course of this protest underscores the immaturity of the civil liberties movement of the late 1940s. Although Martin had many committed supporters, civil libertarians did not effectively coordinate a sustained campaign around his case. A Cold War strain of conservatism and fear restrained Canadians' liberalism, to the detriment of Martin's cause. Furthermore, both the Martin and George Hunter cases attest to civil libertarians' lack of experience and success in contests with private executives.
Martin battled one decision, but it came in a package of "sacrosanct" traditions in jurisdiction, state-profession relations and legislation. Through protest, Martin’s proponents won the legal entrenchment of the right to appeal the Benchers’ decisions. The government and judiciary’s accord with the LSBC governors’ actions, reasoning and jurisdiction marks the frailty of this process as a protection for the individual. The public’s acceptance of the appeal outcome as conclusive accents the danger in the use of courts as a palliative to relieve the sense of an injustice without correcting it.

This case study’s attention to these factors, and to the relationships between the legal profession and the state, and the LSBC and society, adds to its relevance as a legal history. This work also attends to intellectual, political and social questions and forces, however, and it is best described as a multi-faceted history. Although the scope of this study is necessarily limited, each inquiry which taps into the wealth of unconsidered materials contributes to the possibility of an informed comprehensive work. This applies to any area of history, and in this case, the early civil liberties field. As social values shift to the conservative, and the status and concepts of civil liberties, due process, and professionalism enter the turbulence of the twenty-first century, historians and other scholars will want to reconsider the Martin case.
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